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INTRODUCTION TO SETTING GOALS

Overview

This Introduction will orient you to the process of Setting Goals as it is
dealt with in the training unit. By the time you complete the Introduction you
will be able to:

1. Name and locate five types of desired student outcomes in the
appropriate order of generality-specificity.

2. Recognize the inherent charactaristicsrof each type of desired
.student outcome by matching examples of each type with particular
characteristics.

3. Discriminate. examples of each type of Aired student rutcome.as
to Whether they are goals2 goal indicators, curricular objectives,
or instructional objectives.

I. The Reasons for Setting Goals

Setting .-,oals-is not-a new thing for schools. Most schools have devoted
considerable effort to thinking through the outcomes they hope students:will
achieve as a result.of their school experience. This training unit on Setting
Goals it designed to sharpen school people's skills in deriving and refining
instructional goals to reflect the current purposes of their.schools.

The widespread community involvement which the process of determining in-
structional.purposes requires is in itself an impgrtant reason for a systematic '

goal setting effort. In fact, letermining the broad, underlying goals of the
schools' instructional programs should probably be. the point of greatest com-
munity involvement in instructional decision making. However, to keep the
goal setting process from becoming merely an err in itself, the goals arrived
at must be sufficiently refined or elaborated upon so that they will:guide the
instructional staff in the subsequent steps of refining goals into instruction=
al objectives and in making instructional program decisions.

Another important reason for more careful goal setting is related to the'
pressure on schooli today to specify the/objectives of instruction. There is
training available to help school people learn to write objectives, well
as banks or pools of objectives from which they ma select those for

a*

iheir own
programs. Yet how do teachers and other instructional Olanners'determine
whether the objectives speoifiedare worthwhile and appropriate for their stu-
dents? The training in this\unit on Setting Goals is designed to help schooli
people deal with this more basic and possibly more .d2fficult task, Pie crea- r
tion of a sound basis for deriving objectives. In this unit a process for
carrying out this task is presented which involves formulating a goal state-
ment that reflects the preferences and needs of students, narents, and other
'school-related groups. 1



II. Tbo Goal Refinement Process

Goal refinement is a series of steps for determining the deTired states or
purposes that the' instructional program is designed to achieve. Each of tKe
five basic stepsl of the goal refinement process produces desired states which
differ in specificity and/or in whether they emphasize life-related or school-
related outcomes. The five types of desired states which are determined at
each step are:

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
i GOALS

GOAL INDICA-an/8'1J

CURRICULA OBJECTIVES
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Cr

1. EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

DEFINITION: A COMPOSITE STATEMENT BASED UPON BELIEFS, CONCEPTS, AND
ATTITUDES FROM WHICH THE EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE OF THE DISTRICT IS DERIVED

SOME EXAMPLES: All students must be provided a good program of
general education to aid them in becoming effective
citizens in a democracy.

We believe, that the. schools should foster optimum
individual development in various aspects of living:*
mental, physical, social, or moral.

The schools exist for the transmission of culture
to our youth and also to aid them in developing an.
improved culture.

As the examples illustrate, the desired states detgrmined at this sten
of goal refinement are generally conceived and phrased in terms of life-long
aims, and are very general.

2. GOALS

DEFINITION: GOALS STATE, IN HIGHLY ABSTRACT TERMS, DESIRED AND VALUED
COMPETENCES, "STATES OF BEING, AND/OR GENERAL LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY TO
BE ACHIEVED. GOALS ARE ACHIEVED THROUGH THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES
WITHIN AN EDUCATIONAL ENTITY, WHICH MAY, IN THIS CASE, REFER TO A HIGH
SCHOOL, ELEMENTARY, OR UNIFIED DISTRICT, OR A SCHOOL BUILDING OR CLASSROOM.

1
Some of the definitions and examples of desired states

each step of goal refinement are based on "Educational Goals
in California," a study prepared by. the School Instructional
for-the California School Boards Association, 1969.

7
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SOME EXAMPLES: The schoot program should help every learner to
acquire those ski11.4,knowledges, and attitudes,
required for independent, autonomous learning.--

Education should provide each'person with under -
/tanding and acceptance of individuals or groups
belonging to diverse cultures.

pA number of goals generally can be derived from

outcomes, but are more spe-
cific

statements of educational
philosophy. Goals are usually concerned with li
cific than are statements of philosophy.

3. GOAL INDICATORS

. DEFITION: GOAL INDICATORS ARE THE LONG-RANGE BEHAVIORS THAT GIVE
OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE OF, THE ACHIEVEMENT1OF A PARTI,CULAR GOAL.

SOME EXAMPLES: Graduates will have a'habit of leisure-time\reading
that keeps them will informed about current events.

The student will behave with respect toward people
Of other cultural groups whom he encounters in work
or leisure situations.

A well-educated,individual will be ableo maintain`
a balanced budget.

14
Goal indicators are more specific than goals, but are still life-related.

Some goal indicators are observable within the school context. They are a
useful step between the goals and the next stages of refinement, which deal
with two levels of objectives.

OBJECTIVES

DEFINITION: AN OBJEcTIVE IS A QUANTIFIABLE AND/OR OBS VABLE
ACHIEVEMENT ACCOMPLISHED UNDER SPECIFIABLE CONDITION . OBJECTIVES
SHOULD REFLECT THE CRITICAL FACTORS REQUIRED FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF A GOAL.

Objectives can be found directed towatmeeting goals
at many levels. For instance, objecti s can be stated
for curricular, course, or daily.classhoom assignments.

However, when initially specifying objectives for your
district, ib can be helpful to consider objectives
primarily at two levels: curricular objectives and
instructional objectives.

Ala
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40
4. CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

DEFINITION: COMPETENCES WHICH RESULT FROM STUDENT INVOLVEMENT Ih/4
' CURRICULA OR PROGRAMS OF STUDY (SUCH AS THE'SCIENCE.CURRICULUM,

DRIVER EDUCATION, ETC.). THEY CONSIST OF THE SKILLS DIRECTLY
RELATED TO PARTICULAR DISCIPLINES.

SOME EXAMPLES: Students will be able to read different types of
materials, e.g., literature, news articles,
scientific articles, business. forms, etc. with
speed and correct interpretation.

sturl-nt will know the major matural patterns
and no: that characterize the peoples of differ- AF

ent countries studied in geography.

The.student wibwl be able to define, give cxamples
-of, an apply economic principles such as credit,
debi f, interest, profit, 'etc.

Thus. curricular objectives are more specific than goal indicators. They area

school-related, with the desired outcomes phrased in terms of measurable
haviors that students are expected to demonstrate within the school context.
Thus student achieyement may be evaluated. Furthermore, they usually Adentify
the curricular or program area(s) in which the behavior is to be taught and
demonstrated.

4

5. --INST-RUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

DEFINITION: COMPETENCES WHICH DESCRIBE WHAT THE LEARNER IS TO KNOW,
BE ABLE TO DO, OR WILL DEMONSTRATE AS A CONSEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION,
THE IMPORTANT CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH HE WILL PERFORM, AND HE LEVEL'
OF ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE. THEY ARE SHORT-TERM, MAY BE M ASURABLE
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF SEVERAL DAYS OF INSTRUCTION, AND MAY EPRESENT
ACHIEVEMENT TOWARD CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES.

SOME EXAMPLES: Given a daily newspaper the Student will be able to
analyze three of the front page stories and write a
'topic outline for.these articles within a too-hour
period, identifying 90% of the topic sentences and
using correct outlining notation.

When presented with a statement regarding a contro-
versial issue (e.g., racial prejudice, etc.) the
student will seek out and examine at least.two other
view points, identify each, compare and contrast,

,and then state within a specified time his, final
.opinion regarding the issue.

Using a simulated set of data,.the student will analyze
a set of budget figures, determine the computational
errors contained in the figures, and correctly explain
the economict principle (s) underlying each error.

9



Thus instructional objectives are usually very specific, in terms of behavior,
conditions and standards, and are testable within the school context.

This chart shows the relationOlip between the five types of desired
states. It illustrates only a "pie slice" of an entire circular diagram of
the district's desired states, from philosophy to instructional objectives.

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

The Educational Philosophy is located in the center,
as h focus, and the other levels of the desired
state branch out from it.

GOALS

At the next level outwards are the gals, which
might range in number from, perhaps, three to
thirty.

GOAL INDICATORS

Emanating from each goal is a number of po-
.tehtial goal indicators. A set of high-
priority goal indicators, those that
individually and as a set meet certain
criteria are shown linking up with:

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES.

INSTRUCtIONAL OBJECTIVES

Finally, at the outermost level
of the circle are instructional
objectives related to each
curricular objective.

®10$0°0

Th\

These five types of desirei states'educational philosophy', goals,.goal indi-
cators, curricular objectives, and instructional objectivesilldstrate the
goal refinement process. HOwever, the number of steps a distOct may choose
to pursue will vary--sometimes particular steps may be combined, skipped, or
broken down into even finer,steps, depending. on the nature of the goal and
the degree.of specificity viewed as necessary and desirable by those involved
in planning instruction.

10
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A complete goal statement, as defined in this training unit, consists of

the first three des'red states .described above: a atement of educational

philosophy, a list ot goals', and a set of goal ilidicators,for each goal. In

this training unit, emphasis is placed on formulating a district goal state-

ment starting with areducational philosqphy as a basis' for deriving goals,

selecting gods to be included in the district goal-ftatement, then refining.

the broad goals into "goal indicators," and screening and prioritizing'goal

indicators for each goal based upon their importance as judged by school-re- .

lated groups and other criteria. The Phase of goal refinement that translates

goals and goal indicators into curricular objectives is the focus of the third

and final training unit on Determining InstructionalTurposes, called Deriving

Objectives.,.'"

III. The Goal Setting Training Unit

During this training unit you will be involved with other trainees in

learning how to formulate a district goal statement. The units4Consists of

four "modules!" each involving individual reading and exercises, team training

exercises, and feedback. The modules and the skills covered in each one are

described below.

Module One: Deriving District Goals

The broad statements of intended outcome, such as "tO be a good citizen,"

do not change from one era to another. Thus some people might question the

need to derive."new" goals especially-if they have an existing goal statement

or believe'that the goals are self-evident. However, a school system is not

static,/and thus even the most general list of district goals may become out-

dated as a guide to the school people whose job it is to help achieve those

goals. Thus it is important to periodically reiiewcgoals for the schoolsior

set new tones as part of the distrikslong-range instructional planr4ng.

A concentrated goal setting effort need not s1tart "from scratch," but-

can use existing statements of the district's purpose or intentions as a

basis for deriving or updating goals. This will ensure goals which are com-

patible with the district's educational philosophy. School decision makers

may find that some goals derived elsewhere also apply to their situation,

and. that they can select from existing goal statements of other educational

instituttons'in deriving the' s own goals. Examining existing goal statements,

both local and exIgrnal to he dts.rict, helps lead to a comprehensive set

of goals, apprdprl ate for the diversity of students to whose life pursuits

and social needS the educational system must relate.

Module Two: Refining Goals into Goal Indicators

In the process of deriving goals school people may recognize that most

goals are so general that, while they all are worthwhile, they do not in

themselves give specific direction to the instructional program. Thus in-

structional planners will recognize the importance of refining 'goals once

they have been derived. Refining general goals into more observable, "life-

related" goal indicators which represent the goal and are stated positively

4 I
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helps school people develop more precise guidelines for making instructional"
planning decisions than would a process of goal setting which stopped with
broadly- stated goals.

Module Three: Screening Sets of Goal Indicators
Ur.

7

A broadly-stated goal is subject to various interpretations, which school-
related groups may not consider equally,importent. perefore,"before the final
goal statement is presented to school-related groups for approval, revision; or
rejection, the goal indicators generated to represent each goal should be exam-
ined as a set to ensure adequate coverage of the goal. This module recommends
screening sets of goal indicators to identify gaps".nd to eliminate redundancy.

Module Four: Prioritizing Goal,Indicators
1

Schools set goals partly to ensure that the indivi uals and groups con-
cerned with the educational process are aware of, and a rove of, the/ schools'
efforts. School districts which have engaged in the lab of deriving a goal
statement have usually found itworthwhi .e to assess. the ommunity's opinion
of the goal indicators they have generated. This module suggests approaches
for assessing the viewpoints of school- related groups toward specific goat
indicators, so-that school decision makers can assign priorities to the gal
indicators that reflrct community opinion.

IV. The SimL1at2loo for the Training Unit on Setting Goals

During this training unit, you will V participating in a simulated
school district',A efforts to learn about goal setting and. to derive a set
of goal, and goal ihdicAtors appropriate for the district and community. The
Mid City Unified School District (MCUSD)-simulatien is used to provide a 'coal-
mon background so that people from different school settings have a common
workihg base. You will be working yith documents of the type typically used
by school planners and administrators in the process. of setting goals. The
purpose of this training unit is to teach some basic skills involved in goal
setting which you can practice during the training and then apply to the
.real-life situations you encounter on your job. The simulation is used
mainly as a vehicle for conveying, and prIctictng these skills.

The Instructional Planning_Teem
1

For'Ithe-purpose of the activities in this training unit, each of you is
to assume tie role of a merver of the newly- created Instructional Planning
Team (IPT) for the Mid.City dnifted School District.' The.IPT is composed of
representatives from several school-related groups, including centraj-pffice
personnel, local building ,iministrators, supervising teachers, department
chairmen, suppor: r.--innel and some student and community representatives.
Each of you was recommenied for appointment to the ;PT by Dr. Redford, the
District Superintendent. Dr. Redford and Ole School Board have stated pdb-
licly that they have high hopes that the Team will accomplish a comprehensiwe
study and eventual renewal of the instructional-program at*MCUSD. He has
outlined your new duties a, fellows:

12
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1. To provide leadership for the improVe\ ment of the instructional
. program by engagilig members of the instructional staff in long:-

range planning.

. ' .

2. To assist the instructional al staff in analyzing the existing
program, in_defining goa and .- *- lives, and in designing
new programs and evaluation ,If .S.

3. To provide leadership and iiitiate programs for maintaining
and improving the instructional skills of the staff.

To prepare you for thesenew duties, Dr. Redford has arranged for a course.to
be conducted at MCUSD for the IPT, using self-contained training units on var-
ious aspects of instructional planning. During this Particular training ,unit
the skills you will be learning and practicing as a member of the MCUSD IPT
all concern Setting goals.

fj

Vole team obligations during training will include read2ng assignments,
completion of some written work, and attenaance at all meetings that have
been scheduled.

Shortly befor4 the IPT's first training session, Dr. Redford met with
the Team and discussed his reasons for requesting that you participate in
the training on Setting Goals:

\_.
" MCUSD' has becomeincreasingly concerned with accountability,
that is, trying to explain to tne taxpayers the reasoning
behind partitular educational decisions, and to produce ev-
idence that the schools are doing a satisfactory job of
turning out educated and responsible students. It seems
to me that we must have a specific statement, supported by
the community, that will explain what we hope to accomplish
in the educational systeth in Mid City. To satisfy, the ed=
ucational needs of our students, we must establish a spe-
cific starting poipt and clarify the direction MCUSD is
headed in. We must derive a set of goals that is perti-
nent to our communtiy andito the larger society we live
in. Please think in terms of how we can give direction
and meaning to the school's actions, to the satisfacttep
of all members of the community."

The Community

Mid City is located in Bay County, approximately 25 miles from
a major city.

Totalipopulation is 95,000. Two junior collf?ges and a four-year
statelcollege are located nearby.

Much of the tax base to provide services and goods cor the c4y
and the school district comes from the pro,s,erty owners. Although
there is some industry, including a heavy- ecuiprnent oroduction

13



factory, and an automobile assembly plant, the tax rate is high.
Dond failures have indicated 4n increased resistance of tax payers
to higher expenditures.

Residentialtareas range from very expensive homes (inhabited primarily
bY,whites) to very inexpensive homes (inhabited primarily by blacks).

The Schools of Mid City

14pproximately119,000 students attend the schools of the district:
K-6, 10,200; 7-8, 3,200; and 9-12, 5,500.

(.There.There are 18 elementary ischools; five 7-8 grade schools\(,one middle-
School pilot project includes grades 6-8); and three high schools. .

The district's school population has mixed ethnic origins: 61%
Caucasian, 29% Black, 6% Mexican- American, 4% Oriental. In three
elementary schools Aver 50% of the population is Black. The high
schools' racial balance is essentially similar to the total ethnic
population ratio. 4.;

The :chool.Staff

The Administrative Cabinet consists of Superintendent Redford, two
assistant superintendents'for Business and for Instruction, elem-
entary and secondary curriculum coordinators, and a director of
Resear2lh and Guidance.

The Central Office Staff also includes four school psychologists,
four school nurses, three speech therapists, and two coordinators
of special'education programs. A

There are approximately 750 certified teachers in the district..

All K-6 schools have a full-time principal; the 7-8 grade schools
have a principal and a part-time vice principal. Secondary schools
have a principal, a vice-principal, deans, counselors, and depart-
ment chairmen who participate-in pliinning the educational program.

The Board consists of five elected members, all of whom have at
least two years to serve in their present term of office. -They

have generally supported administration requests for new programs.
However, due to the increase in costs and in the numbers of people
and community group's resisting tax increases, they are becoming
more cost-minded. They want to see a program planning and budg-
eting system (PPBS) implemented in the district and are prodding
district staff to provide information. about the cost-effectiveness
of programs. During the past two years, several new educational
issues shave aroused community interest. .As a result, special
interest groups have formed and community attendande at Board
meetings has increased. District staff anp Board are aware.of
community polarization occurring. over edudational practices.

14
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The,teachers' associations have become more a ctive and militant in
demands for higher salhiec, more benefits, and more voice in dec-
ision making about the instructional program. The NEA-affiliated
organization has the power but the rival AFT orgap4eation is grow-
ing. The administration generally _supports theAreqchers' associa-
tion over matters of instruction but has remainid non-committal
over salaries and benefits.

The Instructional.PrograM

Most elementary schools and classes would be considered traditional,
with self-contained classrooms, one teacher responsible for all sub-
ject matter for students, time block scheduling of 55-minuteperiods,
predominant use of state-adopted texts, ability and achievement group-
ing practiced in most classes, most learning activities centered
around reading materials.

There are isolated instances of various innovations in elementary
programs, including experimentation with team-teaching, regrouping of
students into multi-grade units for instruction, programmed learning
materials, the use of ITA reading materials, etc. Limited district
office help or encouragement is available for innovative efforts.

The junior high school program is organized around subject area de-
.

partments and is heavily academically oriented. One exception is the
middle school pilot project at Central. School where a group' of students
is assigned to a team of six teachers, there are few set time periods,
more interest and skill groupings, more activity-oriented learning,
and considerable student involvement in planning.

The high school program is predominately college preparatory--about

50% (slightly higher than state average) of the students go on to
either two- or four-year colleges. There is a moderate selection of
electives, and an after-school program of special interest activities.
There are some vocational educational offerings, including woodshop,
metal shppS, auto mechanics, and a variety of business courses in
typing, shorthand, office machines and accounting. There is no

0 work-training program.

Each high school has seven counselors and two guide/Ice clerks
employed to assist students with educational plans and with school-
related problems.

The District's Financial Status

Median salaries: elementary teachers, $8,800; secondary teachers,
$9,800.r_The salary schedule is-slightly below the state average.

Typically, the budget is rather tight. The Board does not wish to
ask for increased taxes, having seen the lack of voter support for
such increases in neighboring districts. However, the Board has
agreed to commit $35,000 from undistributed reserves to clrlance
new programs or major revisions of exist ,c orogrzos.

15
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-Self-Test for Introduction

'This Self -Tet is to help you determine whether ou understand the types
of desired states or purposes discussed in the intro uctory materials.

Feel free to refer back to the reading as you complete the Self-Test, if
you need to Whenoyou have completed all the items, review the suggested
responses beginning on page 15.

1 This,diagram represents the steps in the goal refinement process. As you
move do% oth one level to the next (A to B, B to C, and so on) desired
states or pu poses of the instructional program are defined with increasing

The letters A-E,refer to the type of student outcome specified
at each level. Write in the blanks to the left of the diagrab the name'
for eachAle of student outcome.

rf

11

A

B

D

E
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2. Below are eight student outcomes in the arear.pflasic Skills. Below them

are sdven characteristics, each of which applied to certain types of student

outcomes. For each student outcome, determine all the characteristics which
apply to iti Myk their letters in the space before the outcome.

1. He will be able to maintain a balanced budget.

2. Using his own pencil, piper, and eraser, the student will add

15 pairs of three-digit umbers written on the board, in 30
minutes or less with no more than two errors.

3.1 He will be ablg to write effectively both personal and business

correspondence.
_

4. Given a list of 100 words from a stand junior high school

word list, the student will write a 500-1Word essay, within a
three-hour time period, on a subject of his choice; using
correctly at least 20 words from the list, .as judged by the

teacher.

5. Every person should acquire basic skirls which wil l lead to

further attainment and accomplishment,:

6. To possess basic communication and problm-solving skills.

7. By completion of the course, the student will be able to
explain the difference between mathematical theorems, axioms,
and principles.

8. Eighth grade students will be able to acc rately sort into
piles evlevara from irrelevant information when screening a
variety of sources (newaoers, magazines) for data concerning
possible causes ofi or solutions to, the ecology problem.

a. School-related outcome: refers to

observable behavior that occurs
within the context of the school.

b. Observable behavior: activity that

can be specified by being observed.

c. Delimits or implies the curricular
area or course for which this out-

come is a concern.

d. Stated in highly abstract terms,
universal.

e.

f.

g.

Life-related outcome: involves

attitudes or behaviors that begin
developing during school, but do
not necessarily manifest themselves
until lateY'in life.

la

Measurable behavior: activity that

cap be Precisely evaluated.

Specifies conditions and standards,
that is, conditions of performance
and the level of acceptable
performance.

)1'



3. Below are eight student outcomes in the area of Vocational Education.
Below them are seven-characteristics., each of which applies towcertain
types of student outcome. For each student outcome, determine all the

characteristics which apply to it. Mark their litters in the :pace

before the 'outcome.

1. Will part)Cipate in advanced training program- enhance

his opportunity for promotion.

2. Given different types of oral or iritten messages from hypo-
thetical clients, the student wild write a business letter
in reply to each which is an appro'priate response to each
client's concerns.

3. 'The student will learn to construct functional wooden objects
using the proper tools and following rules of safety and
Inroper care in their use.

4. Occupational and Vocational Competrite.

5. To possess an awareness of the dignity of work.

13

6. Given a written plan for a large wooden object of the student's
choice, during one class period he will prepare a detailed list
pf construction material requirements which is jddged by his
peers to be highly accurate.

7_ The student, when presented with a list of vocations and de-
scriptions of different post-high school training or education
programs, will correctly match each vocation with the post-
high school program required to enter that vocation.,

'8. Will use appropriate procedure's in seeking and interviewing

for jobs.

a. School-related outcome: refers to e.

observable behavior that occurs
within the context of the school.

b. Observable behavior: activity that

can be specified by being observed.

c. Delimits or implies the curricular
area or course for which this out-

come is a concern.

d. Stated in highly abstract terms,

universal.

f.

g.

Life-related outcome: involves

attitudes or behaviors that begin
developing during school, but do

not necessarily manifest'themselves
until later in life.

Measurable behavior: activity that

can be precisely evaluated.

Specifies conditions and standards,
that is, conditions of performance
and the level of acceptable
performance.

(
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4. Below is list of several statements representing four specific levels oil,
desired studen outcomes. Mark each statement accorEng to which level of

. ;

desired student outcome it represents: goal (G), goal indicator (GI),

curricular objective (CO), or instructional objective (Id).

1. Will demonstrate good citizenship by voting in elections
which concern him.

\

2. The student will be able to write a summary,of hoW each
system of the body operates.

3.. He will maintain physical fitness appropriate to'his age.

4.1'The student willrite a' term,paper discussing the party
system as it exi is in the United States.

5. Self-Realization and Mental and Physical Health.

6. Competence to contend with the existing society and to

cope with future changes in it.

7. The student will label within a one-hour-period, on a.)

diagram of.the human digestive track, all the parts tEat
,)appear on the diagram.

8. The student will write and present to the class-a 10-minute
canfpaign speech for a United States Senator whose attitudes

and beliefs he supports, to be judged by his classmates as
to the clarity of his stance on the issues presented.



...,

4

J

.4. 15

Suggested Responses,

Self-Test for Introduction

Please do not refer to the Suggested Responses
unkil you have attempted all the items on the
Self-Test.

20
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1. This diagram represents the steps in the goal refinement rocess. As you
move down from one level to the next (A to B, B to C, and so on) desired
states or purposes of the instructional program are defined with increasing
specificity. The letters A-E referith the type of student outcome specified
at each level. Write.in the blanks to thftleftvf the diagram the name for

)

each type of student outcome.

A = Educational Philosophy

Goal

C = Goal Indicators

= Curricular Objectives

E = Instructional Objectives

21
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2. Beim

-
/-

are student outcomes in the area of Basic Skills'. Below them
' are pvenfchaacteristics, each of which applies to certain types of studeAt

outdomes: For each student outcome, determine alk_the characteristics which
apply to it. Mark their letters in the space before the outcome.

b, e 1. He w;11 be able to maintain a balanced budget.

b, c, f, g 2. Using his own pencil, paper, and eraser, the student will add
15 pairs of three-digit numbers written on the board, in 30
minutes or less with no more than two errors.

b, e 3. He will be able to write effectively both personal 11 business
correspondance. /

.

4111-

a, b, c, f, g 4. Oven a list of 100 words from a standard junior high school
word list, the student will write a 500-word essay, within a

i three-hour time period, on a subject of his choice, using
correctly at least 20 words from the list, as judged by the,

e 5.

d, e 6.

a, b, a 7.

a, b, a 8.

teacher. .

Every person should acquire basic skills which will lead to
further attainment and accomplishment.

To possess basic communication and 'problem- solving skills.

By completion of the course, the btagent will be able to
explain the difference between.thathematical theorems, axioms,
and principles. 4

Eighth grade students will.be able to'accurately sort into
piles relevant from irrelevant information when screening *a
variety,of sources (newspapers, magazines) for data concerning
possible causes of, or solutions to, the ecology problem.

a. School-related outcome:. refers to e.

observable behavior that occurs
.within the context of the school.

b. Observable behavior: activity that
can be specified by being observed.

f.

c. Delimits or implies the curricular
area or course for which this out-
come is a concern. g.

d. Stated in highly abstract terms,
universal.

a

Life-related dutcome: involves
'attitudes or behaillors that begin
developing during school, but do
not, necessarily manifest themselves
until later ill life.

Measurable behavior: activity that
can be precisely evaluated.

Specifies conditions and standards,
that is, conditions of performance
and the level of acceptable
performance.

Note: OutcoMes 5 and 6 arelexamples of well- written GOALS, which should possess
charactAistics d and e; Owt..iomes 1 and 3 are examples of we11-written-694 IN-
DICATORStowhich should possess characteristics b and e; Out omen 7 and 8 are
examples of well- written rUhRICULAR OBJECTIVES, which should possess character-
istics a, b and c; and Outcomes 2 and 4 are examples of weZZ-written INSTRUC-
TIONAL OBJECTIVES, which snould possess characteristics a b c, f, and g.
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3. Below are eight student outcomes in the area of Vocational Education.
Below them art seven characteristics, each of which applies to certain
types of student outcome, For-each student outcome, determine all the
characteristics which apply to, it. 'Mark their letters in the spacer

.

before Cie outcome. . ,

Will participate in advanced training programs that enhance
his opportunity for promotion. ,

b e 1.

a, b c 2.

a, b, c 3.

d, e 4.

e 5.

Given different types of oral or written messages from hypq-
thetical, clients, the student will write a business letter
in reply to each which is an appropriate response to each
client's concerns.

The student will learn to construct functional wooden objects
using the proper tools and following rules of safety and 1

proper care in their use. '

Occupational and Vocatiopal Competence.

To possess an awareness of the dignity of work.

Q 6. Gives a Written plan for a large WOoden object of the student's

choice, during one class period he Will prepare a detailed list
of construction material requirements which is judged by his
peers to be,highly accurate.

a, b, c. 1% g 7. The student, when presented with a list of vocations and-d -
--

scriptions of different post-high school training or educat Oh

4 ,programs, will correctly match each vocation 'kith the post
high school program required to enter that vocation.

b e 8. Will use appropriate procedures in seeking and interviewing
for jai. .

- a. SC4ol-related outcome: refers to

observable behavior that,occurs
Within the context of the school.

b. Observable behavior: activity hat

can be specified by beilg'obse04ed.

ic. Delimits or implies the curricular
area or course for which this out-

' come is a concern.

.d.. Stated in highly abstract terms,
universal.

% A

e. Life-related outcome: involves

attitudes,or behaiiors that gin
developing during school, but do ,

not necessarily manifest theywelves
unT later in life.

f. Measurable behavior: activity that
can be precisely evipluated.

g. Specifies conditions and standards,
that is, conditions of performance
and the level of acceptable
performance.

Note: Outcomes 4 and 5 are examples of well - written GOALS, which shout possess

characteristics d and e; 'Outcomes 1 and 8 are examples of well-written GOAL In-
DICATORS, which should possess characteristics b and e; OutcOmes 2 and 3 are
examples of well-written CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES, which should possess character-
istics a, b, and c; and Outcomes 6 and 7 are examples of well-written INSTRUC-

TIONAL OBJECT5VES, which should posdOss characteristics a, b, c, f, ands.

Z3
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4. Below is a list of several statements representing four specific levels

Of desired student outcomes. Mark each statement according to which level

of desire student outcome it represents: 'goal (G), goal indicator (GI),

curricular objective (CO), or instructional objettive

Will demonstrate good citizenship by voting in elections
which concern him. '

The student will be able to write a summary of how each
system of the body operates.

He will maintain physical fitness .appropriate to his age.

The student will write a term paper discussing the party
system as it exists in the Uniteil States.

Self-Realizdtion and Mental and Physical Health.

Competence to contend with the existing society and to
cope with future changes in it.

GI 1.

co . 2.

ak 3.

CO 4.

G- 5.

6.

/o 7.

I0 8.

The student will la0t1 within a one-hour period, on a

diagram of the human digestive'track, all the parts that
appear on the diagram. 4

The fltudent will write and present to the class a 10-minute
aign speech for'a United States Senator whose attitudes

and beliefs he supports, to be judged by his clas*ates as
to the clarity of his stance on the issues presented.

4
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DERIVING DISTRICT GOALS-

Overview

Module One presents an iipproach\which you may find helpful in deriving the

goals for your school district. .You will learn the general components of a
goal statement. You will be given three criteria for deriving goals to be
included in the goal statement. -You will also receive a large number of sample
educational goal's. Then you will derive a list of goals with the other members

of your planning team.

By the time you complete Module One you should be able to:

1. Specify criteria for deriving goals for a district goal statement.

2. Discriminate goals or objectives concerning\student outcomes fro;

goals or...objectives related to other school concerns.

21

3. Discriminate goals that are and aranot compatible with a given
educational philosophy.

4. Evaluate sample lists of goals in terms of their comprehensiveness.

5. Derive a'goal statement that emphasizes student outcome; is
compatible with a given educational phRosophy, and is comprehen ive
with respect to the major areas of life in which students will bp

involved.

I. General Characteristics of a Goal Statement

Most goals are stated in highly abstract or universal rather than observ-
able or measurable terms-."` All, the goals taken together constitute a model of

the "ideal man." Sometimes the goals may be stated in priority order, to re-
flect the particular educational philosophy of the school or district to which
the goal statement applies. For example, a humanistically oriented'school may
value goals concerning creativity and self-expression more than goals relating
to vocational and intellectual competence, and order them accordingly in its
formal statement of goals. More often, however, the implication in goal state-
ments is that all the goals are equally worthwhile, and thus the order in which

they are stated has no great significance.

Sometimes a goal statement includes an introduction or statement of the

overall philosophy underlying the goals. The following is a good example of

the type of statement one usually finds as an introduction to a set Of goals:

Underlyidg the educational processes in democratic societies are

the following assumptions:

1. The -individual is important: An-individual-human being is

the basic unit of structure and function in society. The

unique capabilities of a society's membership constitute

25
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its survival, potential at any given. point in time. Thus,

the survival of any society through time depends upon the

capabilities of its individual members.

2. Participation is necessary: A democratic society requires

active and effective participation by each of its individual

members. All participation is sanctioned by the characteristic
set of values (pluralistic in nature) dominant in the society

at a specific point in time.

3. Education helps develop indiMidual potential: A democratic

society depends upon formal and informal educational processes,

to renew continuously its human resource potential and to

maintain an enlightened public.1

Such a statement by itself is not a goal statement, since it does not list ttfe

major outcomes for students or desiredstates that the school seeks to achieve.

In most goal statements there'is an attempt to enumerate a number of goals,

relating to various aspects of human behavior or personality, including intel-

lectual functioning, interpersonal relations, job competence, health, morality,

etc. Such, goals represent areas in which the school attempts to more students

from their existing state closer to the desired state by involving them in a
.

variety of educational_experiences. /

A list of general goals without some elaboration does not provide all the

information necessary for a satisfactory goal statement. A goal statement

should also include elaborations for each of the goals in order to provide

adequate direction to those school people responsible for implementing programs

to achieve the goals. Module Two of this training unit discusses goal indica-

tors, a particular kind of elaboration, which help to clarify what is required

for the achievement of each goal.

A school's list of goals must meet certain criteria before it can be con-

sidered an adequate goal statement. Three important criteria that can be used

to evaluate an existing goal statement or to derive a new goal statement are.

discussed below:

1. THE GOAL STATEMENT SHOULD FOCUS ON STUDENT OUTCOMES.

2. THE GOAL STATEMENT SHOULD BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE DISTRICT'S

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY.

3. THE GOAL STATEMENT SHOULD BE COMPREHENSIVE WITH RESPECT TO

MAJOR LIFE AREAS FOR WHICH STUDENTS SHOULD BE PREPARED.

1 Donald R. Miller, et al. A manage, s guide to objectives. OPERATION

PEP: A State-wide Project to Prepare Educational Planners for California,

October, 1969, p. 1.
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Student Outcomes as a Focus of the Goals

School districts perform many important, interrelated activities, no
limited'solely to instruction. The staff of a district' business office is
primarily concerned with budgeting and finance,-and is likely to set goals
for the instructional program in terms of better facilities, a well-trained

-staff, more money, etc. Those involved in instructional planning are likely
to view finances and school facilities from the perspective of the resources
they provide and thus the limitations they impose on, or the opportunities'
they create for, instructional decisions. The ultimate concern of instruc-
tional planners is the student outcomes expected as a result of each student's
participation in the instructional program.

Instructional planners should thereforelooutcomes"

in the goals they set, rather than on oals for other aspects of
s primarily on "student

the school program. A "student outcome" is any ptudent behavior, attitude,_
knowledge,. skill, or state of being that might result from involvement in
any aspect of the school program. Aspects of the school program include
'particular instructional programs, school regulations, school facilities,
presence of teachers and peers, school organizations, and so forth. Student I

outcomes may be either desirable or undesirable, intended or unintended from
the school's point of view.

By emphasizing student outcome in this training unit, we are not implying
that every change in school operations needs to be justified in terms of its
impact on student outcome. A new grade report form or an expanded teacher
training program may directly affect efficiency, teacher morale, or account-
ing costs, but have no immediate or observable effect on achievement of de-
sirable student outcomes. Efficiency, cost, and staff morale are in ...Aem-
selves legitimate concerns of the school, however, and may have an eventual
impact on other aspects of-the educational program. But in the basic effort
of setting.goals for the school's instructional program, desirable outcomes
for students should be the predominant concern.

Some examples may help to clarify the distinction between student out-
comes and other school concerns. Any given licident that occurs within the
school setting may have implications for both.

Suppose the State Board of Education issued a directive requiring that
all graduating seniors be able to demonstrate eighth grade reading proficiency
before receiving a high school diploma. The goals for student outcome that
might be involved include statements such as these:

Every child should -ctain intellectual competence, consonant
with his abilities.

All students should leave school with the skills and knowledge
which will allow them to function and compete successfully in
life.
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The goals for other aspects of the school program for which these, demands
have implications might include:

Our dist ict should ensure that appropriate standards for graduation
have be n formulated and communicated to our students and constituency.

The instructional program must provide a rich variety of elective
course offerings to supplement the core of basic requirements students
must meet.

III.' Compatibility of Goals with the
District's Educational Philosophy

In his book, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instrucelon,2 Ralph Tyler
discussed "the use of philosophy in selecting objectives." He appeared to be
using the term "objectives" in the generic sense, including goals rather than
limiting objectives to the curricular and instructional levels. Therefore in

the quote below, the term "goals" has been substituted wherever.Tyler said -

"objectives." In this way, Tyler's comments are pertinent to our discussion
of the second criterion for a good goal statement, which is that the goals be
compatible with the district's educational philosophy.

To select a group of a few highly important, consistent
[goals] it is necessary to screen the heterogenous col-
lection of [goals] thus far obtained so as to eliminate
the unimportant and the contradictory ones. The educa-

tional and social philosophy to which the school is com-
mitted can serve as the first screen. The original ,list
of [goals] can be culled by identifying those that stand
high in terms of values stated or implied in the school's .

philosophy.

Let me illustrate the way in which an educational and
social philosophy can actually operate as a screen for
selecting and eliminating educational [goals]. An ade-

quate formulation of an educational and social philo-
sops.- will include the answers to several important
questions. In essence the statement of philosophy at-
tempts to define the nature of a good life and a good

tociety. One section of an educational philosophy
-would outline the values that are deemed essenttal to
a satisfying and effective life. Quite commonly, ed-
ucational philosophies in a democratic society, are
likely to emphasize strongly democratic values. For

example, one such statement of philosophy emphasizes
four democratic values as important to effective and
satisfying personal and social life. These four values

2Ralph W. Tyler. Basic principles of curriculum and instruction. (2nd ed

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969, p.33.
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are (1) recognition of the importance of every individual
human being as a human being regardless of his race, na-
tional, social, or economic status; (2) opportunity for
wide participation in all phases of activities in the
social groups in the society; (3) encouragement of var-
iability rather than demanding a single type of person-
ality; (.4) faithAn intelligence as a method of dealing
with important problems rather than depending upon the
authority of an autocratic or aristocratic group.

When a school accepts these values as basic the implication
is that these are values to be aimed at in the educational
program of the school. They suggest educational [goals] in
the sense that they suggest the kinds of behavior patte ns,
that is, the types of values and ideals, the habits an
practices which will be aimed at in the_s-hool progra
[Goals] that are consistent with these values will be in-
cluded ih the school's educational program.

A good smarting point for a district's goal setting effort, then, is to
examine existing statements of the school district's central purpose or philo-
sophy. Such a statement is generally fepresentative of the educational com-
munity the schools are supposed to serve, and reflects the values of that
community. Goals derived should be compatible with the district's philosophy
statement as it exists unless (a) there is no previous philosophy or goal
statement on record, or (b) the existing philosophy is not representative of
the educational community served by the schools. If the philosophy statement
appears vague, incomplete, biased, or obsolete, instructional planners may be
tempted to either ignore it and just begin writing goals, or write a new
statement of phildsophy from scratch before proceeding to derive goals.
Instead, those responsible for setting goals should attempt to formulate
the schools' philosophy more thoroughly and explicitly, but should relate
their efforts to what has gone before.

Does educational philosophy really differ from one school district to
another? Since values and philosophy are somewhdt intangible, it is often
difficult to pinpoint the difference*. And since statements of philosophy
are freqbently phrased in very glowing, general terms, few goals would be
incompatible with them. On the other hand, the relative emphasis placed on
such values as equality, freedom, individualism, productive citizenship,
patriotism, morality, self-realization, relevance to social change, etc.,
in philosophy statements can differ considerably from one district to an-
other, and that difference should be reflected in the goals selected.

The framework presented in "A Study of School Priorities," by Dennis
Gooier and Robert W. Stake3 suggests a means by which a school district could
determine which of three general purposes should be emphasized in its own
educational philosophy. Three descriptions are presented in a questionnaire,

3This work was done at the Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation (CIRCE), University of Illinois, Urbana.
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and respondents are asked to rate each description as to their view of its

importance as a purpose or task which the schools should undertake. This

breakdownthe human purpose of education, the knowledge purpose of education,
and the career purpose of education--is one way in which a school or district's
educational philosophy could be analyzed.

THE HUMAN PURPOSE OF EDUCATION

The main responsibility of the schools should be to
examine what man is--his history, his values, his work and
play, his arts and his sciences, what he has accomplished
and what he has failed to accomplish. The school should
give students the opportunity to be a participant in the
human experience, the aesthetic and emotional exp riences
as well as the intellectual experience.

THE KNOWLEDGE PURPOSE OF EDUCATION

The main responsibility of the schools should be to
help young men and young women know all about the world.
Each student should have maximum opportunity to understand
nature, technology, commerce, the languages, the fine arts
and practical arts. Facing the knowledge explosion, the
schools should help young men and women build skills for
understanding--and even discovering--new knowledge.

THE CAREER PURPOSE OF EDUCATION

The main responsibility of the schools should be to
prepare young people for their life-work. Though most
careers require training on the job and continuing educa-
tion throughout life, the school should lay the foundation
for successful work. For students who will take further
training in a technical or professional area, the schools
should emphasize entrance requirements and preparatory skills.

IV. Comprehensiveness of the Goals
Included in Goal Statement

When a group of instructional planners sets goals for a school district,
they need some way of deciding when they have "enough." Generally, the number
of goals set to guide the instructional program throughout the district may
range from three to thirty--a goal statement should not include too many goals
because they will subsequently be refined several times (into goal indicators,
curricular objectives, instructional objectives, etc.) and the goal refinement
process would become unnecessarily unwieldy. But the best way to decide if
enough goals hove been included is to determine wLether the lit of goals is
comprehensive, that is, whether the list includes all the major areas of life
functioning wlth which the school needs to be concerned in educating students.

30
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In his book on curriculum and instruction, Ralph Tyler suggested a scheme
for analyzing life into six major aspects, each of which includes the child's
relevant practices, knowledge and ideas, attitudes, interests, and the like:
(a) health, (b) immediate social. relationships, including life in the family
and with friends and acquaintances, (c) socio-civic relationships, including
the civic life of the school and the community, (d) the consumer aspects of
life, (e) occupational life, and (f) recreational.4 Instructional planners'
may find it helpful to keep in mind such a breakdown of major life areas in
determining the comprehensiveness of the list of goals they derive.

School people responsible for setting goals may also find that some goals
written for other educational institutions are equally applicable to their own
schools. They may be able to derive a more comprehensive set-af goals by ex-
amining existing goal statements from outside the district from which they can
select goals for inclusion in their own goal statement. However, in attempting
to be comprehensive they should not include several goals which are essentially
the same, and therefore redundant. A careful selection of goals will provide
a comprehensive list that covers all the areas of behavior that are considered
important to the schools, but will eliminate similar goals relating to any one
life area.

4

.2
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4Ralph W. Tyler op. cit., D. 9.
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Module One Self-Test

a

This self test will help you to assess your understanding of the criteria
presented in Module One for deriving district goalS. Suggested responses
can be found on pages '1-33.

1. Various goals and objectives are listed below. Some are stated in terms
of student outcomes of a school program, and some are stated in terms of
school concerns other than student outcome. Decide whether each goal or
objective concerns a student outcome or not, and check the appropriate
line next to ea ,h.

a. Students ought to participate in
decisions concerning their own
instructional program.

b. Our teachers need to be trained for
an effective drug education program

c. Children should be seen and not heard.

d. Independent learning is a means of
fostering increased responsibility.

e. The new grade reporting system should
be extended to the elementary schools.

f. Students should be given assignments
that allow expressio of creativity.

g. We need better communiaon among
the staff.

h. Parents and teachers must work
together in the educational process. )

Other
Student School
Outcome Concern

i. We need culture-fair intelligence tests.

j. The rate of illegitimate pregnancies
among high school girls must be reduced.

k. Teachers need to be paid commensurate

with their professional responsibilities.

1. Students should have awareness of basic
ecological prEnciples.

32
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m. Girls as well as boys need a strong
program of competitive athletics.

n. Use of auxiliary teacher aides should
be implemented throughout the district
by February.

o. Our graduates should leaye school
equipped to get a job or to continue
their education.

p. Our
)

district should establish appropriate
standards for high school graduation.

Other
Student School

Outcome Concern

2. Under which of the following circumstances is it not necessary to ensure

compatibility of goals with the district's existing statement of educa-
tional philosophy? (Check one or more.)

a. The existi *ig philosophy statement is only a vague statement

of the district's educational purposes.

b. The existing pilusophy statement is not representative of

the community.

`c. The existing philosophy statement does not enumerate student
behaviors, knowledge, skills, and attitudes which the district

hopes to achieve through:its instructional programs.

d. A statement of the district's educational philosophy does

not exist. .

3. How can instructional planners tell when they have set enough goals for

their school district?

I
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Suggested Responses

for ModAe One Self-Test

Please do not refer to the Suggested Responses
until you have attempted all the items on the
self-test.

34
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1. Various goals and objectives are listed below. Some are stated in terms
of student outcomes of a school program, and some are stated in terms of
school concerns other than student outcome. Decide whether each goal or
objective concerns a student outcome or not, and check the appropriate
line next to each.

a. Students ought to participate in
decisions concerning their own
instructional program.

b. Our teachers need to be trained for
an effective drug e!ucation program.

c. Children should be seen and not heard.

d. Independent learning is a means of
fostering increased responsibility.

e. The new grade repoitirt systr should
be extended to the elementary schools.

F. Students should be given assignments
- that alloW expression of creativity.

g. We need better communication among
the staff.

h. Parents and teachers must work
together in the educational process.

i. We need culture-fair intelligence tests.

j. The rate of illegitimate pregnancies
among high school girls must be reduced.

k. Teachers need to be paid commensurate
with their professional responsibilities.

1. Students should have awareness of basic
ecological principles.

m. Girls as well as boys need a strong
program of competitive athletics.

n. Use of auxiliary teacher aides should
be implemented throughout the district
by February.

35

Other
Student School
Outcome Concern
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o. Our graduates sho)kild leave school
equipped to get a job or to
.their education.

p. Our district should establish appropriate
standdrds for high school graduation.

Other
Student School
Outcome Concern

33

Note: Outcomes bo g, k, and n de stated in terms of desired outcomes for
_eta rather than for students; outcomes e i andp.certainly involve
st nts, but are stated in terms of adMintstrattve policies and prooeduresi,
and outcome h is a commuritg relations concern rather than a student outcome.

2. Under which-of the following circumstances is it not necessary to ensure'
compatibility of goals with the district's existing statement of educa-
tional philosophy? (Check one or more.)

a. The existing philosophy statement is only a vague statement
of the district's educational purposes.

b. The existing philosophy statement is not representative of
the community.

c. The existing philosophy statement does not enumerate student
behaviors, knowledge, skills, and attitudes which the district
hopes to achieve through its instructional programs.

d. A statement of the district's educational philosophy does
not exist,

Note: Educational philosophy statements typically are only vague statements
of the district's purposes (statement a) which will subsequently be refined
into goals, goal ind:cators, curricular objectives, etc. Philosophy state-
ments are not intended enumerate student outcomes which the district
hopes to achieve (statement c) but only to establish the general philosophy

tiunderlying those outcomes.

3. How can instructional planners tell when they have set enough goa s for
their school district?

They can check whether their list of goals is comprehensive, that is.

whether it includes ones ertinent to all the ma4or life areas or

roles for which students should be prepared.
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THE MCUSD GOAL SETTING EFFORT

Episode One

MCUSD has engaged an educational management consultant to conduct
a training course on Setting Goals for the Instructianal Planning .

Team. In an effort to establish a starting point for the goal setting
effort, the consultant searched the Central Office files for information
concerning the district's stated educational intentions or purposes.
A Statement of Educational Philosophy adopted by the School Board a
year ago was on file.

At the first training session, the consultant asks the IPT to
decide whether MCUSD's existing philosophy statement by itself is an
adequate statement of MCUSD's educational intentions or purposes, or
whether they need to derive a supplementary list of goals to which
MCUSD is committed.

To help the IPT avoid writing goals from scratch," the consultant
has'also gathered some representative goals from actual educational
goal statements developed elsewhere. He will present these goals to
the IPT for their examination, as they think about the kinas of goals
that should be included.in the MCUSD Goal Statement.

37
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRST TEAM ACTIVITY

Evaluating Philosophy J-71''

Your first task is to evaluate the adequacy with which MCUSD's existing
statement of educational philosophy conveys MCUSD's educational intentions
or purposes. toceed as follows:

1. Read the MCUSD Statement of Educational Philosophy on page 39.

2. Decide as a team whether this is only a statement of overall
philosophy, or is, in fact, adequate as a complete goal
statement.

3. Have one of your team members record the team's decision on
Worksheet 1, which you'll-find on page 41. Be prepared to

discuss the reasons for your teams' decisions.

4. When your team has filled out Worksheet 1, review the Suggested
Responses on page 43.

38



MID, CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Statement of Educational Philosophy

41

Education is essentially a moral enterprise, simply because'
adults decide that the young should grow up in certain ways
and should learn certain kinds of things rather than others.
The judgments made by the schools directly influence the de-
velopment of each child, and can provide both possibilities
for freedom and constraints upon individual freedom. We must,:
make sure that development of individual freedom becomes the
personal project of every child during the years he or she
attends the Mid City Unified Schools.

It is only through their own efforts and experiences that
students. will come to be free to choose, and will gain
freedom from the constraints of others and of their envi-
ronment. Although freedom must be won by each individual
student, the schools can assist students in developing
individual freedom by maintaining a free environment--by
encouraging choice and by generating educational alterna-
tives. The schools must design each instructional exper-
ience with the objective of encouraging freedom and choice,
of providing maximum opportunity for all students to engage
freely in self - expressive activity in each new context.

39
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i WORKSHEET 1

Evaluating Philosophy

Is MCUSD's existing Statement of Educational Philosophy 'an adequate
statement of the district's educational purposes?

Yes No

Have one of your.team members write a brief explanation below of why
the team decided that MCUSD's philosophy statement is or is not adequate:

41

o
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SUGGESTED RESPONSES FOR FIRST TEAM'ACTIVITY

Evaluating Philosophy

After your Instructional Planning Team has reviewed and discussed MCUSD's
Statement of Educational Philosophy, the consultant .14 asked for his opinion,.

He makes these comments:

The MCUSD Statement of Educational Philosophy emphasises a
particular approach to instructionthat ie, maintaining a
free environment and encouraging choice on the part of stu%
dents. In this broad sense, the philosophy statement does
provide some guidance for instructional decision making.

But I think the philosophy statement fails to adequately
convey MCUSD's educational purposes because it is too vague
and abstract to provide needed direction to schpol stelf
who are responsible for implementing instructiabal programs
to achieve those purposes.

Although it is desirable to have an overall philosophy
statement like this to introduce the distre.ct's goals, by
itself it is not a goal statement for two reasons:

1. It does not enumerate the general student
ou.comes (that is, behaviors, attitudes,
knowledge, skills, or states of being) that
MCUSD hopes to achieve by involving students
in its instructional program; and

2. It is not comprehensive with respect to the
major life areas for which MCUSD must prepare
its students.

Therefore, you should probably proceed to derive a set of goals
that will build upon this educational philosophy. The goals
you select should ideally reflect, or at least not conflict
with, the emphasis on development of individual freedom. I am
clamoring, of course, that this statement ie still a valid
reflection of the district's philosophy.

43.

WHEN YOUR TEAM HAS FINISHED COMPARING THIS RATIONALE WITH YOUR RESPONSE ON
11111 WORKSHEET 1, AND HAS DISCUSSED ANY DIFFERENCES OF OPINION WITH THE COORDINATOR,

PROCEED TO THE SECOND TEAM ACTIVITY WHICH BEGINS ON THE NEXT PAGE.

4
41
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECOND TEAM ACTIVITY

Screening Goals

As'Iuming that your Instructional Planning Team decided that MCUSD's
Statement of Educational Philosophy is not an adequate statement or purpose
for MCUSD, that is, it does not enumerate the major life areas for which
MCUSD hopes to prepare its student's, now you must begin to think about the
kinds of goals that are needed to amplify MCUSD's philosophy statement.
The next task for par team is to screen some goalswhich the consultant
has gathered for your examination, by following these steps:

1. First, decide as T team what are the major aspects of life,
or goal categori. fur which MCUSD should prepare its stu-
dents. (If you dk, of wish to establish your own categories,
you may use the six aspects of life suggested by Tyler on
page 27.) Have one of your team members write each of the
life areas you decide on on the spaces opposite "Life Areas"
on Worksheet 2, which follows this page.

2. Remove and separate the yellow goal cards which follow Worksheet 2,
and read them. On each card is a goal typical of those found
in educational goal statrments.

3. After reading all the goal cards, as a team sort them accord-
ir- Lo the life areas that you recorded on Worksheet 2.
Continue until you have sorted all the cards into piles,
each pile referring to a different life area. (Depending
on the cateries you established, you may not have a pile
of gcal cards for every life area, and/or you may decide

that some goal cards pertain to more than one life area.)

4. Beneath each life area recorded on Worksheet 2, list the
:ode numbers (in the upper left-hand corner of each goal
card) of all the goals you sorted into that pile.

5. When you have finished categorizing the goals, review the
Suggested Responses beginning on page 49.
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1110
WORKSHEET 2

Life Area

Goals (Code
Numbers)

..,

Life Areas

Goals (Code
Numbers)

Life Areas

Goals (Code
Numbers)

Screening Goals

43
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WGGESTED RESPONSES FOR SECOND TEAM ACTIVITY

Screening Goals

After reviewing and categorizing the sample goals provided by the consultant,
your Instructional Planning Team asks the consultant to provide some other examples
of /how the goal carts could be categorized, so that the team can determine whether
they're satisfied with their, own classification. The Consultant obliges by present-
ing two examples.and explaining:

1. The j'rbt example (which you'll find on pages 50-51)
is based on seven life areas, or goal categories, that
were identified by another school district I've been
working with. Using their categories, I can place
almost every goal card in a single category. (Goal

card T-6 is applicable to both categories A. Health
and G. Self - Fulfillment.)

2. In the second example (on pages 52-53) the goal cards
are categorized in quite a different way. This-cate-
gorization is based on the six aspects'of life suggest-
ed by Ralph Tyler in your training (see page 27).
Certain goals pertain to just one of these six life
aspects, and I have listed them in the left-hand col-
umn Delow each life area. But ten goals, pertaining
to accumulation of knowledge, mastery of basic academic
skills, attitude toward learning, etc., appear equally
applicable to each of the six life aspects--in other
words, they represent basic outcomes that will prepare
students to perform better in all aspects of life.' So I
have listed them on the right-hand column below every
life aspect. If you decide to use Tyler's list of life
aspects, or a similar classification that focuses on
anticipated life roles, you should probably rewrite
basic 'oals like these so that they will pertain to
each of the specific life areas.

I hope these two examples will help you to evaluate the adequacy of
your categorization of the goal cards. After you review them, you
may decide to stick to your own classification, to use one of the
two examplea I've presented, or to revise your classification.

WHEN YOUR TEAM HAS HAD A CHANCE TO REVIEW THE TWO EXAMPLES AND TO COMPARE
THEM WITH YOUR OWN CATEGORIZATION, GO ON TO THE LAST TEAM ACTIVITY FOR

MODULE ONE WHICH LEGINS ON PAGE 55.
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Example #1 - Categorization of Goal Cards

A. HEALTH

C-10 Physical Health and Safety
C-11 Mental Health
P-6 Good Health Habits
T-6 Mental and Physical Health

B. ABILITY TO BE SELF-SUPPORTING

C-15 Career and Occupational Selection
C-16 Career and Occupational Preparation
C.:17 Homemaking
C-18 Economic and Consumer Efficiency
T-2 Economic and Vocational tompetence

C. SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS 0

C-6

C-7
C-8
C-9
P-2
P-5
T-3
T-4

1

Peer Relationships
Individual Relationships with State and Local Agencies
Democratic Principles and Loyalty
Inter-Relationships of Peoples
Understanding and Appreciation of Persons of other Groups

Responsible Citizenship
Citizenship and Civic Responsibility
Competence in Human and Social Relations

(
, .
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Example #1 - Categorization.of Goal Cards

51

D. MORAL UPRIGHTNESS

.

C-12 Character Development
T-5 Moral and Ethical Values

,

E. ABILITY. TO IMPROVE AND MAINTAIN THE CULTURE

C-4 Desire for Knowledge and Continuing Education
C-5 Adaptability
P-4 Positive Attitude towird School and Learning
P-8 Preparation for Productive Life
P-9 Appretiation of Human Achi6ement
P-10 Continuing Education

F. INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge
C-2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit Knowledge
C-3 Skill to Use and Evaluate Knowledge

.

'P-3 Mastery or Bait Skills in Use of Words and Numb
T-1 Intellectual DisciOline

rs
,

G. SELF-FULFILLMENT

C-13 Aesthetic Appreciation
C-14 Avocational and Leisure Time
P-1 Self-Understanding
P-7 Opportunity to be Creative

. T-6 Self-Realization

k
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Example #2 - Categorization of Goal Cards

A. HEALTH

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge
C-2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit

Knowledge
C-10 Physical Health and Safety C-3 Skill to Use an Evaluate Knowledge

C-11 Mental Health C-4 Desire for Knowledge and
C-12 Character Development Continuing Education ,

P-1 Self-Understanding C-5 Adaptability
P-6 Good Health Habits P-3 Mastery of Basic Skills in Use of

T-5 Moral and Ethical Values Words and Numbers
T-6 Self-Realization and Mental P-4 Positive Attitude toward School

and Physical Health and Learning
P-9 Appreciation of Human Achievement
P-10 Continuing Education
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

____

i,

B. IMMEDIATE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

C-6
P-2

T-4

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge
,

C-2 Skill to Acquire and TransMit
Knowledge

4C-3 Skill to Use and Evaluate Knowledge

Peer Relationships C-4 Desire for Knowledge and
Understanding and Appreciation Continuing Education

of Persons of Otherroups C-5 Adaptability
Competence in Human and P-3 Mastery of Basic Skills in Use of
Social Relations Words and Numbus

. .
P-4 Positive Attitude toward School

and Learning -

P -9 Appreciation of Human Achievement
P-10 Continuing Education
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

,

.

,

C. SOCIO-CIVIC RELATIONSHIPS

C'-7

C-8

C-9

P-5

T-3

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge

C-2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit
Knowledge

Individual Relationships with "C-3 Skill to Use and Evaluate Knowledge

State and Local Agencies C-4 Desire for Knowledge and
Democratic Principles and Continuing Education

Loyalty C-5 Adaptability

Inter-Relationships of Peoples P-3 Mastery of Basic Skills in Use of
Responsible Citizenship Words and Numbers

Citizenship and Civic P-4 Positive haitude toward School

Responsibiiity and Learning ,

P-9 Appreciation of Human Achievement
P-10 Continuing Education'
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

,

1
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Example #2 - Categorization of Goal Cards, continued

D. CONSUMER ASPECTS OF LIFE

C-18 Economic and Consumer
Efficiency

T-2 Economic Competence

,

.

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge

C-2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit
Knowledge

C-3 Skill to Use an Evaluate Knowledge

C-4 Desire for Knowle and

. Continuing'Educatio
C-5 Adaptability
P-3 Mastery of Basic Skills' in Use of

Words and Numbers
P-4 Positive Attitude toward School

and Learning
P-9 Appreciation of Human Achievement
P110 Continuing Education
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

E. OCCUPATIONAL LIFE

\, .

.

C-15 Career and Occupational
Selection

C-16 Career and Occupational
Preparation

C-17 Homemaking
P-8 Preparation for Productive

Life
T- 2 Vocational Competence.

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge
C-2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit'

Knowledge
C-3 Skill to Use and Evaluate Knowledge
C-4 Desire for Knowledge and

Continuing Education
C-5 Adaptability

. P-3 Mastery of Basic Skills in Use of
(Words and Numbers.

0-4 Positive Attitude toward School
. and Learning

P-9 .Appreciation of Human Achievement
P-10 Continuing Education
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

(

,

F. RECREATIONAL

.

C-13 Aesthetic Appreciation
C-14 Avocational and Leisure

Time
P-7 Opportunity to be Creative
P-8 Preparation for Productive

Life

.

C-1 Accumulation of Knowledge
C -2 Skill to Acquire and Transmit

Knowledge
C-3 Skill to Use and Evaluate Knowledge
C-4 Desire for Knowledge and

Continuing Education
C-5 Adaptability

, P -3 Mastery of Basic Skills in Use of
Words and ,Numbers

P-4 Positive Attitude toward School
and Learning

P-9 Appreciation of Human Achievement
P-10 Continuing Education
T-1 Intellectual Discipline

48
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIRD TEAM ACTIVITY

Deriving District Goals

Now that you are familiar with both the district's educational philosophy
and some representative goals that could be included in MCUSD's goal statement,
your team's final task for this module is to compile a set of goals for MCUSD,
by completing the following steps:

1. First, decide which life areas you want to use to ensure that
your list of goals is comprehensive--you may either stick to
the life areas your team listed on Worksheet 2 or use one of
the classifications presented in the suggested responses on
pages 50-53, if you prefer.

2. As a team, select from each life area the goal, or goals,
most compatible with MCUSD's Statement of Educational
Philosophy. Circle the code numbers of the goals you select
on Worksheet 2 (or on the Suggested Responses, if applicable).
You may revise any of the goal cards, if you wish.

3. Since the goal cards with which you were provided come from
three actual educational goal statements, there are similar-
ities among some of the goals. Be wary of selecting redun-
dant goals for inclusion in your goal statement Remember
that comprehensiveness refers to inclusion of go is that
pertain to each of the major life areas with which schools
must concern themselves in educating students.

4. If there are any life areas you want to cover in the Goal
Sthtement for which no goal cards were provided, write your
own goal(s) for those areas so that your goal statement will
be comprehensive. You have some blank yellow cards for this
purpose. Number any additional goals you write 0-1, 0-2,
etc., to indicate that these are your "own" goals, and re-
cord their code numbers on Worksheet 2 beneath the life
area to which they pertain. Be sure that any additional
goals you write are stated in terms of student outcomes,
and are compatible with MCUSD's educational philosopy.

5. If you want your Goal Statement to reflect a particular
sequence or priority among the goals you have selected,
arrange the goalEArds in order.

6. When you have compiled yourlist of goals, waitfor in-
structions from the coordinator. Be prepared to exchange
your team's copy of Worksheet 2 and the set of goal cards
you selected with another team, end to evaluate another
team's list of goals by completiQg the Evaluation Sheet
on page 57.
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Goals compiled by Team - 'Goals evaluated by Team

Evaluation Sheet

Obtain another to s copy of Worksheet 2 (or of the Suggested Responses with
code numbers of se cted goals circled, if applicable) and the set of,goal cards
they compiled. Indi ate in the top margin of this Evaluation Sheet which team
compiled the set of gals you are evaluating, and your own team as well.

As a team, review the s t of.goal cards and the life areas identified on Work-
sheet 2, and then have o member of your team write brief answers to each of
the following questions. eturn this Evaluation Sheet to the appropriate team
when you are finished and e prepared to discuss your evaluation with them, if
they wish.

HOW SATISFACTORY IS THE SET OF GOALS COMPILED BY THIS TEAM FOR THE MCUSD GOAL
STATEMENT IN TERMS OF:

1. FOCUS ON STUDENT OUTCOMES RATHER THAN OTHER SCHOOL CONCERNS?
(That is, does each goal specify a student behavior, attitude, knowledge,
skill, or state of being that might result from involvement in some aspect
of the school program?)

2. COMPATIBILIT WITH THE MCUSD STATEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY?
(That is, d the goals reflect the MCUSD philosophy statement's emphasis
on develop nt of individual freedom? If not, which goals conflict with
this empha s?)

3. COMPREHENSIVENESS WITH RESPECT TO MAJOR LIFE AREAS?
(That is, has at least one goal been included for each life area specified
by the team? Do the life areas specified by the team cover all the major
aspects of life for which a student needs to be prepared? In attempting
to be comprehensive, have two or more goals that say essentially the same
thing been included?)
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C-1 C-2

The schools should have goals concerning The schools should have goals concerning
students' accumulation of knowledge. students' skill to acquire and transmit

knowledge.

r

C-3 C-4

The schools should have goals concerning- The schools should have goals concerning
students' skili to use and evaluate students' desire for knowledge and
knowledge. continuing education.

C-5 C-6

The schools shuuld have goals concerning The schools should have goals concerning
students' adaptability. students' peer relationships.

-4

C-7 C-8

The schools should have goals concerning The schools should have goals concerning
students' individual relationships with students' democratic principles and
state and local agencies. loyalty.
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C-9 C-10

The schools should have goals concerning
students' understanding of the inter-
relationships of peoples.

The schools should have goals concerning
students' physical health and safety.

C-11 C-12

The schools should have goals concerning The schools should have goals concerning
students' mental health. students' character development.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

'

1

1

1

1

C-13

The schc)ls should have goals concerning
students' aesthetic appreciation.

C-15

The schools should have goals concerning
students' career and occupational selec-
tion.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

'

1

1

1

C-14

The schools should have goals concerning
students' avocational and leisure time.

C-16

The schools should have goals concerning
students' career and occupational prep-
aration.

..
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C-17 C-18

The schools should have goals concerning The schools should have goals concerning
students' homemaking-abilities. I students' economic and consumer effi-

ciency.

p-1

7,

Quality education should help every
child acquire the greatest possible
understanding of himself and appreciation
of his worthiness as a member of society.

P-3

r

P-2

Quality education should help every
child acquire understanding and
appreciation of persons belonging to
social, cultural, and ethnic groups
different from his own.

P-4

Quality education should help every child Quality education should help every
acquire to the fullest extent possible 1 child acquire a positive attitude
for him mastery of the basic skills in 1 toward school and the learning process.
the use of words and numbers.

P-5

Quality education should help every Quality education sh
child acquire the habits and attitudes I child acquire good
associated with responsible citizenship. an understanding

necessary for th
phyrial- d em

53
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P-7 P-8

Quality education should give every child Quality education should help every
opportunity and encouragement to be child understand the opportunities open
creative to one or more fields of to him for preparing himself for a
endeavor. productive life and should enable him

to take full advu::tage of these
opportunities. ,,

P-9

Quality education should help every child
to.understand and appreciate as much as he
can of human achievement in the natural
sciences, the social sciences, the
humanities and the arts.

1

P-10

Quality education should help every child
to prepare for a world of rapid change
andlunforeseeable demands in which
co inutng education throughout his
adult life should be a normal experience.

T-1

.1.

T-2

Public education should help each individ- Public education should help each_
ual to achieve intellectual discipline. individual to achieve economic amid

vocational competence.

r-,

T-3 T-4

Public education should help each individ- Public education should help each
ual to achieve citizenship and civic individual to achieve competence
responsibility. in human and social relations.

i

:, 1
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T-5 T-6

Public education should help each
individual to achieve moral and ethical
values

/

Public ewcation should help each
individual to achieve self-realization
and mental and physical health.

I

1
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REFINING GOALS INTO GOAL INDICATORS

Overview

In Module One you derived a list of goals for a district goal statement.
Module Two is concerned with helping you refine your goals into goal indicators
that elaborate upon, or explain what can be observed in those who have achieved,
each goal. You will see how goals are elaborated on in typical goal statements.
You will receive four criteria for specifying goal indicators for any goal. In
teams you will select a goal and specify goal indicators for it, using real-life
goal statements and predictions about the future as additional input.

When you are finished with Module Two, you should be able to:

1. Specify criteria for refining goals into goal indicators.

2. Evaluate sample goal indicators as to the extent to which they meet
each criterion.

3.. Specify goal indicators, each of which represents the goal, involves
a life-related outcome, involves an observable outcome, and is pos-
itive in nature.

I. The Reasons for S ecif in Goal Indicators

Refining goals into goal indicators serves a dual purpose. First, it tells
school-related groups what the achievement of a particular goal might mean in
the future lives of students. Since a goal is broad and ambiguous, it can be
interpreted in countless ways, not all of which are intended by the school dis-
trict. Each goal indicator for a goal represents cne possible interpretation
of that goal, and thus gives those groups and individuals concerned with the
schools' goals a clearer idea of their implications.

Second, it allows school-related groups to give school decision makers
their opinions concerning which goal indicators they most want to see achieved
for a particular goal. By involving school-related groups in generating goal
indicators and in setting priorities among them, the school district gains a
better understanding of the types of outcomes that are desired for students in
the long run. This information can then serve as ;mportant input into decisions
concerning instructional objectives and programs.

In this avAJle several criteria are discussed for specifying individual
goal 'ndice.ors. /oNr team will specify a number of individual goal indicators
for one of its goals. Then in Modules Three and Four you will receive addition-
al criteria to use in evaluating a set of goal indicators and assigning priori-
ties to them. In order for the criteria for the final set of goal indicators
to be met fully, your team should try to specify as many goal indicators as pos-
sible, so that there are many available from which to select the final set.
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You should try to write goal indicators that are more specific than goals 111/1
and less specific than curricular objectivelNt You may wish to review the dis-
cussion of the stages of the goal refinement process on pages 2-5 in the Intro-
duction to help you determine the appropriate degree of specificity at which
to write your goal indicators. Generally speaking, your goal indicators should
not be this broad:

Every learner should acquire those skills, knowledges, and
attitudes required for independent, autonomous learning.

Each person sh( 'd develop understanding and acceptance of
individuals or cups belonging to diverse cultures.

Or this specific:

When presented with a statement regarding a controversial
issue (e.g., racial prejudice), he will seek out and ex-
amine at least boo other viewpoints, identify each, com-
pare and contrast, and then state within a specified time,
his final opinion regarding the issue.

Using a simulated .-et of data, he will analyze a set of
budget figures, determine the computational errors con-
tained in the figures, and correctly explain the economic
principles(s) underlying each error.

Overly broad or specific goal indicators can be revised during the next module
when you will screen your goal indicators as a set.

Inifeal life, a planning team would specify goal indicators over a fairly
lon ime period, and also might ask representatives of school-related groups
to submit lists of goal indicators. Thus the team would be able to compile a
large number of indicators to submit to various school-related groups for for-
mal assessment. During this training unit, however, time constraints will
limit you to cu.:idering only the goal indicators specified by the team itself.
Furthermore, your team will probably not be able to specify an exhaustive list.
Please remember these differences between intensive training and real life, and
try to learn as much as you can about the process of goal setting so that you
can apply that process in the must effective way in your actual school setting.

As we have said, there might be co tless goal indicators for a given
goal. In the sections that follow, so criteria are discussed for evaluating
each goal indicator that results from is step of the goal refinement process.
The criteria are:

1. EACH GOAL INDICATOR SHOULD REPRESENT THE GOAL.

2, EACH GOAL INDICATOR SHOULD SPECIFY A LIFE-RELATED OUTCOME.

3. EACH GOAL INDICATOR SHOULD SPECIFY AN OBSERVABLE OUTCOME.

4. EACH GOAL INDICATOR SHOULD BE POSITIVE.
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In many cases one cannot simply determine that a particular goal indicator
meets 6 criterion or does not meet it. Perhaps the criteria can only be ap-
plied relatively, by asking such questions as: "How closely does this goal
indicator represent this goal?" or "Which of these two possible goal indica-
tors is more observable?" Some examples-of goal indicators that--relatively
speaking--meet and do not meet each criterion will be presented in th follow-
ing sections. Then the nature of the elaborations of goals that are t pically
included in educational goal statements will be discussed.

II. Each Goal Indicator Should Represent the Goal

For the goal "The student will acquire good health habits," here are two
possible indicators:

He will eat welloalanced meals.

He will b-3 able to prepare well balanced meals.

The first indicator better represents the goal of acqu:ring good.health habits,
since most adult persons can control the kinds of food they will eat. The sec-
ond indicator requires expertise in cooking, which does not represent the goal
of acquiring good health habits. (This might be a good goal indicator for the
goal "be a competent homemaker," however.)

For the goal "Responsible Citizenship," two possible goal indicators
might be:

Will vote in elections for which he is eligible.

Will, contribute at ,least one percent of his yearly income
to parties or candidates of his choice.

The former indicator is part of the commonly accepted conception of the respon-
sible citizen. The latter, however, prescribes a course of action that might
not be possible for many citizens having tight incomes. Thus it is not a very
good representation of the goal in question.

If the goal itself is ambiguous,,the process of goal refinement may help
to clarify its meaning; possibly one could then restate the goal to corre:oond
better to the goal indicators intended by it. For example:1
Goal: Competency to Contend with Future Change

Goal Indicators:

1. To accumulate knowledge about the world of work and make
appropri ate vocational choices.

1This example is from the Morgan Hill Unified School District Educational
Goals, presented in "Evolving Educational Goals for California SChools: Four
Case Studies," prepared by the Institute for Educational Development, El Segundo,
California for the California School Boards Association, 1970.
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2. To develop a marketable skill.

3. To develop economic competence and understanding in personal
buying, selling, and investment.

4. To develop the ability to adjust to a changing environment
and the changing demands of society.

Goal Indicator No. 4 appears to be al post synonymous with the goal4while the
first three indicators appear to havefmore to do with economic and vocational
competence than with "competency to contend with future change." Thus one
might divide this goal into two goals, one concerning Economic and Vocational
Competence (with Goal Indicators 1-3) and another concerning Competency to
Contend with FutureShange (with Goal Indicator 4). It would probably also
be necessary to write additional goal indicators for the latter goal, eg.:

5. To seek retraining to update his skills in accordance with
changing job trends.

N
6. To !,,:eep informed about political, soJial, and economic troll.

which may affect his personal existence

III. Each Goal Indicator Should
Specify a Life-Related Outcome

The definition of goal indicator, presented in the Introduction; emphasized
that goal indicators are long-cange behaviors that one can expect to observe in
the lives of those who have achieved a goal. We are using the term "life-related"
behaviors to include outcomes that: a) are desirable in later life as well as in
the school context, or b) occur only in adulthood and are not typically manifested
by students while they are still in school. We are using the term "school-related"
behaviors, by contrast, to include outcomes that: a) can be observed only in the
school context, b) are only means to ends and therefore not of concern outside
the school context, or c) manifest a more general, life-related outcome but are
measured and taught within the school context. Examples of each type of life-
related and school-related behavior are presented below.

Life- related behaviors

(a) Some of the behaviors that are desirable in later life are
also a concern.in the school context, e.g.:

h, ,dill be able to add and subtract simplE figures.

Ability to gra.;p and solve conceptual problems.

(b) Some outcomes occur only in adulthood and are not directly
manifested by studehts while they are still in school, e.g.:

Involvement in a satisfactory marriage and family relationship. 11111
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School- related behaviors

(a) A behavior that can be observed only in the school context
is a school-related outcome, e.g.:

He shows respect and liking for his teachers.

The student hands in assignments on time.

Will consult the counsellor before selecting courses.

(b) Other behaviors emphasized in the school context may be
of little concern in the long run, since they are only
*ins to ends, e.g.:

Ability to recite the multiplication table.

17

(c) The other type of school-relat d'outcome is behavior that
manifests a more general, lif related outcome, but is
measured and taught within th school context, e.g.:

0,
Life-related outcome: Ability gto grasp atOwl solve
conceptual problems.

School- related manifestation of this life-related outcome:.

Students' ability to grasp and solve mathematical problems
presented in high school matheMatics tests.

The distinction between "life-related" and "school-related" is a matter
of emphasis, then, rather than referring to mutually exclusive kinds of de-
sirable behaviors. In this training you will be encouraged to write goal
indicators that emphasize life-related outcomes.

One difficulty in specifying meaningful goal indicators is that the life
) conditions of today may be far different from those which students will face

as adults. Thus certain goal indicators which seem appropriate now may become
obsolete in a decade or less because of the rapid rate of social and technolog-
ical change. Specifying goal indicators is in some ways a guessing game, in
which the instructional planner must try to "predict" the future. Actually,
scholars have already gathered considerable information about what the future
is likely to be, and when we can expect major changes to occur, based on pro-
jections of present trends. Such predictions are probably the best informa-
tion available to ensure that the goal indicators you specify will be life-
related outcomes that students should be able to demonstrate during later
life.
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Parents, businessmen, and other school-related groups may not be expert in II,
determining what school-related outcomes the schools should encourage students
to achieve, but it is len4timate to ask them wnat life-related outcomes they
hope will result from the educational process. nus to be of greatest value
for, planning and decision making, the gual indicators for a particular goal
should stress life-related rather than school-related outcomes.

IV. Each Goal Indicator Should
1 Specify an Observable Outcome

The examples of goal indicators provided so far have generally been be-
haviors that can be observed--eating, voting, demonstrating_a marketable skill,
etc. We have purposely used the term "observable" rather than "measurable."
Our definition of an observable behavior is one which can be demonstrated in
behavior, but for which the means of measurement, that is, the particular be-
haviors to be measured and the conditions and standards for measurement, may
not be specified. -Qur definition of a measurable behavior is one which can
be demonstrated inJfthavior and for which the means of measurement have bean

1 specified. Thus a-measurable 'behavior is also observable, but an observable
Lehavior is not measurable unless it specifies how the behavior is to be
measured. The criterion that goal indicators be only observable rather than
both observable and measurable is emphasized in this training unit because:

a) At the step of goal refinement where 'goal indicatPrs are spec-
ified, the desired outcomes are .,:ometimes still not very ex-
plicit about the specific behaviors to be observed. For

example, "to demonstrate a marketable skill" seems to be an
indicator of the coal "economic and vocational competence."
But obviously a person who has achieved this goal will dis-
play different behaviors depending upon which marketable
skill he has developed. A tool and die maker, a teacher,

L'N
and a journalist each have marketable skills but they do not

%, demonstrate the same behaviors when they practice those
skills. If one .sere to observe each of these persons at
work for a few days, one could infer from his behavior
whether he had achieved the goal indicator of demonstrating
a marketable skill.

b) The school cannot generally take responsibility for measuring
the achievement of goal indicators. Many occur too far from
the school context and too long after students have left
school for the school to attempt to measure their achievement
directly. It is more appropriate for the school to measure

achievement of curricular and instructional objectives, which
occurs within the school context.

There is a danger that school planners will go "too far" in specifying
goal indicators, by trying to make them fully explicit and measurable. Since

their main purpose is to clarify and focus the schools' aims, rather than to
specify learning activities and evaluate learner Outcomes, the goal indicators
should be stated in simple, nontechnical terms which are meaningful to oarents
and students as well as to instructional staff.
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V. Each Goal Indicator Should Be Positive

One characteristic of goals is that, by virtue of their broad and general
nature, they state outcomes that everyone agrees are desirable. Furthermore,
goals are stated in positive, or even ideal, terms. Some of the potential
goal indicators for a goal, however, may not be positive. In areas where ex-
isting student behavior is perceived to be a problem, some people may state
goal indicators in negative terms:

Alumni of this school system will not use abusive drugs.

They wl:ZZ not engage in actions detrimental to the American
way of life.

Since'the specification of goal indicators is meant to give all school-related
groups a clearer picture of what behaviors to look for in those who have achieved
the goals, and to help school planners develop a ippstructive educational program
for their students, goal indicators should be phrased in positive terms.

VI. Elabo a ions of Goals in Goal Statements

4 Earlier in this training unit the suggestion was made that instructional
planners examine goal statements which originated elsewhere when setting goals
for-their district. The question might arise to whether the global goals
only, or the goals along with the elaborations\o45f them typically included in a
goal statement, should be adopted. This training unit has sugggted developing
a comprehensive goal statement, and including for each goal a number of goal
indicators, each of which: a) is related to the goal, b) specifies a life-
related outcome, c) specifies an observable outcome, and d) is positive. In
effect what is being suggested is a particular type of elaboration of the
goals--namely, a set .of goal indicators meeting the above criteria. In ana-
lyzing existing goallstatements for possible adoption or adaptation, you should
evaluate the elaborations presented for each goal against the same criteria.

Some of the elaborations of goals found in typical goal statements fail
to meet one or more of the criteria for goal indicators. To begin with, some-
times they are not even brokep'down into discrete items, but are simply a
detailed description of the,i/arious facets of the goal, e.g.:2

Quality education silPuld help every child acquire good health
habits and an understanding of the conditions necessary for
the maintenance of h sical and emotional well -bein.

In his con interest as well as in the interest of society at
large, a chfd should know how to take care of himself and
how to keep himself physically fit. He shotfld know what the

2
This example is from "A Plan for Evaluating the Quality of Educational

programs in Pennsylvania," Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey,
1965.
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requirements are for physical and mental health and what practices,
harmful to health, should be avoided. Mere knowledge of these mat-
ters, however, is not sufficient. In cases where the home has been
deficient in encouraging the child to practice sound health habits,
the school has an obligation to be aware of the situation and to
see that the opportunity for remedying the deficiency is provided.

Such elaborations would probably have to be broken down into all the behaviors
they allude to before the criteria could be applied.

Like goals, there are many elaborations of goals that have already been
written by schools. In refining goals into goal indicators, instructional ,

planners may find it helpful to examine these elaborations for applicability
to their goals. Though the elaborations of goals written by other educational
institutions may not meet all the criteria for goal indicators, they can usu-
ally be rewritten to meet these criteria and still convey the meaning intended.
The use of goal indicators that are based on availab4etlaborations of goals,
will help school planners write enough goal, to cover all like impor-
tant areas of behavior related to the goal.

The use of these four criteria will not ensure that every goal indicator
generated should be an aim of the schools. There are other types of criteria
that need to be applied, which will be covered later in this training unit.
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Module Two Self-Test

Complete this self-test to determine how well you understand the process of

refining goals into goal ind-kators.

Feel free to refer to the reading if you need help in responding to any of the

items, but do not review the suggested responses until you have attempted all

the items.

1. Below are several possible goal indicators for this goal: To help each

student develop systematic reasoning ability. Some of them are not

representative indicators of behavior one could observe in students who

have achieved the goal, because they call for knowledge or skills above

and beyond the ability to reason. Check the two goal indicators that

best represent the goal. es

a. Can create many unique, original solutions to problems.

b. Can locate m4ph relevant information for analyzing
problems and generating alternative solutions.

c. Can infer practical solutions to problems by comparing
them to other problems he knows how to solve.

d. Can apply mathematical concepts to solutions of common

practical problems.

e. Can determine the most fedsible course of action by

inferring the logical consequences of alternative

actions.

2. Below is a three-part elaboration of the following goal: To help each

student master basic academic skills. The problem with the elaboration

is that school-related rather than life-related outcomes are emphasized.

Below each part of the elaboration, write one goal indicator, corresponding

to all or part of the statement, that specifies a life-related outcome.

a. He should have developed a high level of reading skill.

Reading is the foundation upon which all education is based.

Development of reading should he related to other subjects and

should include appreciation of good literature.
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b. He should have received instruction in language, spelling and compositio
The importance of English, its correct use in spoken and written form,
cannot be over - stressed. Language best serves communication when properly
used, grammatically and expressively.

c. He should have developed an understanding of mathematics and its
practical applications.

3. For each pair of goal indicators listed below, check the one that specifies
the more observable outcome:

a. Understands the scientific method and the importance of
measurement in science.

b. Makes reasonable predictions based on known information,
observations, and/or experimentation, and finds evidence to
verify or disprove them.

a. Appreciates the importance of observation in science, and
sees the relationship between cause and effect.

b. Is observant of conditions and events in his environment,
and tries to formulate possible explanations for what he
observes.

a. Takes personal measures to protect the environment and to
avoid waste of natural resources.

b. Is aware of and concerned about man's responsibility for
his environment.

65
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4. The goal indicators listed below are unacceptable because they are not
positive--they do not indicate behaviors that one can look for in those
students who have achieved a goal. In the space provided below each
statement, write a corresponding goal indicator that is phrased in
positive terms.

a. Does not exhibit prejudices toward individuals of other socio-cultural
groups.

b. Resists advertising and sales pressUres designed to sway him from
sound economic practices.

c. Avoids use of drugs and other substances which may be dangerous to
hts health.

EE
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Suggested Responses

for Module Two Self-Test

Please do not look at the Suggested Responses
until ycu have attempted all the items on the
Self-Test.

\
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1. Below are several possible goal indicators for this goal: To help each
student develop systematic reasoning ability. Some of them are not
representative indicators of behavior one could.pbserve in students who
have achieved the goal, because they call for knoWledge or skills above
and beyond the ability to reason. Check the two goal indicators that
best represent the goal.

a. Can,create many unique, origina; solutions to problems.

b. Can locate much relevant information for analyzing
problems and generating alternative solutions.

c. Can infer practical solutions to problems by comparing
them to other problems he knows how to solve.

d. Can apply mathematical concers to solutions of common
practical problems.

e. Can determine the most feasible course of action by
inferring the logical consequences of alternative
actions.

Note: Goal indicator a. calls for creative thinking ability; 'Goa/ Indicator
b. calls for reference skills; and Goal Indicator d. calls for mathematical
knowledge.

2. Below is a three-part elaboration of the following goal: To h 1 each
student master basic academic skills. The problem with the e oration
is that school-related rather than life-related outcomes are emphasized.
Below each part of the elaboration, write-one goal indicator, corresponding
to all or part of the statement, that specifies a life-related outcome.

a. He should have developed a high level of reading skill.
Reading is the foundation upon which all, education is based.
Development of reading should be related to other subjects and
should include aporetiation of good literature.

Some possible responses:

/' 'o Regularly reads periodical literature to keep Informed about local,
national, and international affairs.

Obtains printed materials to look up speuific information and to
learn how to solve practical problems.

Devotes leisure time to reading variour types of literature
for recreation and personal fulfillment.

Can summarize the major themes underljing a work of literature

as a whole.
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b. He should have received instruction in language, spelling and composition.
The importance of English, its correct use in spoken\and written form,
cannot be over-stressed. Language best serves communication when properly
used, grammatically and expressively.

Some possible responses:

EMploys correct grammar and good pronunciation in his daily conversation.

Can relate stories, personal experiences, a62-Q4k_Oth clarity,

fluency, and expression.

Can write neat, concise, and expressive social and business
communications.

Devotes leisure time to writing c 1 a creative endeavor.

c. He should have developed an understanding of mathematics and its
practical applications.

Some possible responses:

Can maintain a balanced budget and a personal savings program.

Makes cost comparisons of competing products before making purchases.

Can correctly fill out personal income tax forms.

Looks for quantitative evidence on which to base votes or decisions
on issues of public significance.

3. For each pair of goal indicators listed below, check the one that specifies

the more observable outcome:

a. Understands the scientific method and the importance of
measurement in science.

/ b. Makes reasonable predictions based on known information,
observations, and/or experimentation, and finds evidence
to verify or disprove them.

a. Appreciates the importance of observation in science, and
sees the relationship between cause and effect.

b. Is observant of conditions and events in his environnAnt, and
tries to formulate possible explanations for what he observes.
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a. Takes personal measures to protect the environment and to

avoid waste of natural resources.

b. Is'aware of and concerned about man's responsibility for

his environment.

4. The goal indicators listed below are unacceptable because tney are not
positive--they do not indicate behaviors that one can look for in those
students who have achieved a goal. In the space provided below each
statement, write a corresponding goal indicator that is phrased in

positive, terms.

a. Does not exhibit prejudices toward individuals of other socio-cultural

groups.

Expresses rseipectf2rthe dignity, welfare, and rights of every

individual.

b. Resists advertising and sales pressures designed to sway him from

sound economic practices.

Compares cost of competing products relative to quality before

maki purchases.

c. Avoids use of drugs and other substances which may be dangerous to

his health.

Maintains his physical health by practicing sound dietary and

nutritional habits.

O



THE MCUSD GOAL SETTING EFFORT

Episode Two

Since its last meeting, the MCUSD Instructional Planning Team
has presented its new MCUSD Goal Statement to Superintendent Redford,
explaining that the statement would be revised and expanded before
submission to the School Board for formal adoption. Dr. Redford
was enthusiastic over the team's work so far, and said he thought
the team bad done an admirable job of selecting goals that reflect
MCUSD's educational philosophy. But he added that, since the goals
by themselves do not fully communicate MCUSD's purposes to the
district's constituents, he is most eager to see the expanded goal
statement the team will be working on next.

F6r the next training session, the consultant who is coordinating
the IPT's training on setting goals has brought in some additional
materials to start the team off on the next step of the goal
refinement process - -that is, refining goals into gc,1 indicators.
He explains to the team:

"I felt that it might help you now to see the complete
gcal statements that the goal cards you worked with
last time were based on. I think all three-are fairly
comprehensive, but they're different enough from one
another to give you a sense of how goal statements may
vary in style and content. Notice particilarly the
elaborations of the goals in each statement, since
they may help you specify goal indicators for the goals
you selected for MCUSD.

I've also brought in some materials on predictions for
the year 2000 that have implications for student
learning objectives. These predictions should sharpen
your sense of what kind of world today's students will
live in in the future, and help you specify goal
indicators that reflect the district's concern to
prepare them for that future."
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEAM ACTIVITY

Refining Goals into Goal Indicators

With the other members of your Instructional Planning Team, you will now be
refining one of your own goals into goal indicators. Since extensive community
involvement at this point in the goal setting effort, although desirable, is
not feasible for MCUSD, keep in mind that the goal indicators you specify
should represent the viewpoints, not just of the IPT, but of all school-related
groups. Proceed as follows:

1. Since you will have time to write goal indicators for only one
goal, decide as a team which goal from your list of goa s you
want to work on.

2. Read the three examples of goal statements on pages 79-94.
SINCE TIME IS SHORT, FOCUS ON THE GOAL(S) IN EACH STATEMENT
THAT ARE SIMILAR TO THE GOAL YOU ARE WORKING ON, AND TO THE
ELABORATIONS OF THOSE GOALS.

3. Read the information about future predictions on pages 95-99.
PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE INFORMATION THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GOAL YOU ARE WORKING ON.

4. Write the goal you are working on at the top of Worksheet 3
(pages 101-104). Then as a team, specify between five and
fifteen goal indicators for that goal and have one member of
your team write them on the worksheet.

5. Be sure that each of your goal indicators meets the four
Criteria listed along the right margin of the worksheet- -
BUT DON'T WRITE IN THOSE FOUR COLUMNS.

6. When you have finished writing your goal indicators, wait for
instructions from the coordinator. Be prepared to exchange
your team's copy of Worksheet 3 with another team, and to
evaluate the goal indicators written by another team by
answering the four questions along the right margin of
Worksheet 3. You will have a chance to revise your own
goal indicators after they have been evaluated by another
team.



The five-page document which follows was taken from "Educational dials

and Objectives in California," prepared by the School Instruction Program

Committee (Dr. George Muench, Chairman) for the California School Boards

Association, 1969. It includes all the goals prefixed with the letter C

(C-1 to C-18) which were on your goal cards, and is presented here as

Sample Goal Statement No. 1 for use in this training unit.
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PART III EDUCATIONAL GOALS CATEGORIES

The attached list of goals categories and the e)cisting similar goals represent the results of
numerous meetings and discussions. It should be pointed out that this list was developed through a
special contract with Dr. James Livingston, Sacramento State College, to make it possible to
categorize goals presently possessed by California's school districts. When the list is finalized,
information can be transferred from school district policy manuals to data cards and electronic data
processing methods can be used to determine the status of the school district with respect to
educational goals.

It is further noted that the attached document was developed from present school district
policy statements, the list is expandable and it is the first phase of an even greater project of
determining what the educational goals should be. The data bank developed through the use of the
finalized list of goals categories will be valuable to school districts and to educational interest groups
including the State Board of Education and the California Legislature.

It is important that a systematic method be used in doing the categorizing and that there is
consensus among the various organizations that one system be used in California. Upon completion
of Phase I, categonzing school districts' present goals, it will be possible to begin Phase II. The
second phase will be concerned with what the goals of educational systems should be, methods of
achieving the goals, and performance objectives leading 1 specific goal achievement.

The attached document is devised to be useful in helping complete Phase I. This is the list of
categories that will be used in categorizing the educational goals of the school distncts in California.
These educational goals may be used by each school district as a checklist for establishing or revising
current goal statements.
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GOAL CATEGORIES

PHASE I

Educational Goals Categories

81

Existing Similar Goals which are related to the general
categories. These are not necessarily the complete statements
appearing in California school districts' manuals, but they do
convey the ''Ioughts contained therein.

ACCUMULATION OF KNOWLEDGE A. Develop a general education background in oral and
written English, in the use of numbers, natural sciences.
reading, mathematics, and social sciences.

B. Develop a fund of information and concepts.
C. Develop a knowledge of political principles and their

evolution.
D. Develop special interests and abilities.

SKILL TO ACQUIRE AND TRANSMIT A. Develop communicative skills and the abilities to
KNOWLEDGE communicate ideas effectively.

B. Develop skills in oral and written English, and
mathematics.

C. Develop skills in the use of foreign languages.
D. Develop skills to communicate ideas and feelings

effectively.

SKILL TO USE AND EVALUATE
KNOWLEDGE

DESIRE FOR KNOWLEDGE AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION

ADAPTABILITY

A. Develop ability to evaluate constructively and creatively.
B. Develop ability to use scientific methods.
C. Develop advanced quantitative reasoning.
D. Develop analytical methodology and logic.
E. Develop thought processes rather than abilities for rote

memorization.

A. Develop intellectual curiosity and eagerness for lifelong
learning

B. Develop a positive attitude toward learning.
C. Develop a positive attitude toward continuing

independent education.

A. Develop problem solving competence.
B. Develop the ability to adjust to a changing environment.
C. Develop an awareness of the expanding environment and

develop abilities to cope with resulting problems.
D. Del,elop understanding of the past, identity with the

present, and competence to meet the future.
E. Develop flexibility and appropriate attitudes toward

change
F. Develop ability to adjust to the changing demands cf

society
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PEER RELATIONSHIPS A. Develop appreciation and respect for the worth and
dignity of individuals.

B. Develop respect for individual worth and understa
of minonty opinions and acceptance of ma
decisions.

C. Develop a cooperative attitude toward living and working
with others.

D. Develop a cooperative attitude in daily relations with
others.

E. Develop a sense of honor and respect for self and others.
F. Develop an awareness of the processes of individual

relationships.

INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH A. Develop an understanding of the meaning of citizenship
STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES by precept and example. .

B. Develop an awareness of civic rights and responsibilities.
C. Develop attitudes conducive to productive citizenship in

a democracy.
D. Develop an attitude of respect for personal and public

property.
E. Develop an understanding of the obligations and

responsibilities of citizenship.

DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES AND A. Develop loyalty to American democratic ideals.
LOYALTY B. Develop patriotism and loyalty to Ideas of democracy.

C. Develop knowledge and appreciation of the rights and
privileges in our democracy.

D. Develop an understanding of our American heritage.

INTER-RELATIONSHIPS OF PEOPLES A. Develop respect for cultural heritages of other peopl
the world. /

B. Develop an appreciation for and an understanding of
other people and other cultures.

C. Develop an understanding of political, economic, and
social patterns of the rest of the world.

D. Develop awareness of the interdependence of races,
creeds, nations and cultures.

E. Develop an awareness of the processes of group
relationships.

PHYSICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY A. Develop an understanding of good physical health and
well being"

B. Establish sound personal health habits. .

C. Foster correct health habits and health information.
D. Establish an effective individual physical fitness program.
E. Develop a concern for pUblic health and safety.

MENTAL HEALTH A. Develop a feeling of student pride in his achievements
and progress.

B. Develop self-understanding and self-awareness.
C. Develop the student's feeling of positive self-worth,

security. and self-assurance.
D. Develop an understanding of the importance of mental

health and the importance of physical and menta
being.

7G
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CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT A. Develop moral responsibility and a sound ethical and
i

moral structure.
B. Develop an understanding of moral behavior.,
C. Develop the student's capacity to disciplindhimself to

work, study, and play constructively.
D. Develop a moral and ethical sense of values, goals, and

processes of free society.
E. Develop standards of personal character and Ideas

AESTHETIC A. Develop abilities for effective expression of ideas and
cultural appreciation (fine arts).

B. Cultivate appreciation for beauty in vanous forms.
C. Develop the ability to enjoy aesthetic expression by

others.
D. Develop creative self-expression through various media

(art, music, writing, etc.).
E. Develop special talents in music, art, and literature.

AVOCATIONAL AND LEISURE A. Develop ability to use leisure time productively.
B. Develop a positive attitude toward participation in a

range of leisure time activities physical, intellectual,
and creative.

C. Develop appreciation and interests which will lead to
wise and enjoyable use of leisure time.

D. Develop ability for constructive avocational pursuits.

CAREER AND OCCUPATIONAL A. Promote growth in self-understanding and self-direction
in relation to student's occupational aspirations.

B. Develop the student's ability to use counseling and
guidance services which are designed to aid him in his
consideration of courses of study related to his skills and
interests.

C. Develop the ability to use information and guidance
services related to the selection of a vocation.

D. Develop an appreciation of good workmanship and skills
in performance.

CAREER AND OCCUPATIONAL A. Develop abilities and skills needed for immediate
PREPARATION employment.

B. Develop a knowledge of the practical facets of various
vocational fields through an exploratory program

C. Develop a knowledge of specific information about a
particular vocation.

D. Develop an awareness of opportunities and requirements
related to specific vocations.

E. Develop a knowledge of how and wh re to seek
placement help upon completion of particular

./ occupational preparation programs.

HOMEMAKING A. Develop understanding and appreciation of the principles
of living in the family group.

B. Develop attitudes conducive to acceptance of
responsibilities as contributing family members

C. Develop an awareness of future family responsibilities
and achievement of skills in prepanng to accent them

b'nfir I?
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ECONOMIC AND CONSUMER
EFFICIENCY

A. Develop the student's economic competency and
marketable skills.

B. Develop an understanding of economic principles.
C. Develop competence and understanding in person

buying, selling, and investment.
D. Develop an understanding of monetary exchange for

goods and services and of the wise use of materials.
E. Develop an understanding of economic responsibility.
F. Develop an understanding of the values of natural and

human resources.
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The four-page document which follows was taken from "A Plan for Evaliating

the Quality of Educational Programs in Pennsylvania," Educational Testing

Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1965. It includes all the goals prefixed

with the letter P (P-1 to P-10) which were on your goal cards, and is

presented here as Sample Goal Statement No. 2 for use in this training

unit.



Chapter I

PROPOSED GOALS OF EDUCATION

The first step in judging the quality of educational programs
is to decide on the purposes of education. What should children be and
do and know as a consequence of having gone to school? What are the
school' goals?

This question was high on the agenda of the Committee on Qual-
ity *Education. The members of the Committee consultea existing state-
ments of goals as a basis for working out their awn statement. They
wanted ,a set of goals that would reflect the problems society faces in
the world of today. They wanted the statement of goals to be short
enough to be discussed in public meetings, yet long enough and definite
enough to suggest the kind:: of pupil performance that would represent
progress toward each goal.

The ou,.me the ..Jommittee's ws first presented
for public discussion by the iommittee's Chairman, Mrs. Albert M.
Greenfield, on March 4, 1965 At a conference in Harrisburg of 150 civic
and professional leaders called together by Governor Scranton. The
goals are as follows:

I. Quality education should help every child acquire the greatest
possible understanding of himself and an appreciation of his
worthiness as a member of society.

Self-understanding should increas( as the child matures. That
is, he should become increasingly aware of his strengths and weaknesses,
his values and interests and aspirations, so that the decisions he males
about his educational and occupational future will be informed, reason-
able, and rational. He should be helped to know the strengths in himself
that he should exploit and the weaknesses that he should try to overcame
or that he must learn to live with.

On the other hand, regardless of the level and pattern of his
particular talents, the school experience should be such that it will
strengthen, not damage, his self-esteem. The school should Le operated
in such a way that children at. all Levels of talent can achieve a growing
awareness of their worth as persons in a society that claims to have an
equality of concern for all its members.

II. Quality tdu a",n cn.,u)d ev,-r. 01 1d ,1.tee understanding and
appreciation r person!' be)nn.ging to poclad, and ethnic
groups different frou his own.

The scFlool fxpt.ience should be suh that the child will learn
to respect flr,i a 1 vP a, eqsy interaotion With !.ildren who differ from
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him in physical characteristics (e.g. skin color),, In cultural traditions,

economic status, religious beliefs, manner of spee-h, and degree of
intellectual competenoe.'

III. Quality education should help every child acquire to the fullest
extent possible for him mastery, of the basic skills in the use of
words and numbers.

These basic skills fall into four broad categories: (1) the
ability to acquire ideas'thrsugb reading and listening (2) the ability to
communicate ideas through writing and speaking (3) the ability to handle
mathematical operations (4) the Aility to reason logically and to respect
evidence. The level Of perforpance that can be reasonably expected in
each of these areas will vary ?ram child to child. However, since a
civilized society depends crucially upcT the verbal and mathematical
literay of its mersbers, it is of profound importance that the level of
expectation in these matters for any child shall not be underestimated or
regarded as fixed and that every effort be made to give him the mastery he
needs to function effectively.

IV. Qualiti.,education should help every child ac4uire a positive attitude
toward school and toward the learning proggss.

The school experience should be such( that the child finds the
learning activities associated with it enjoyalple and rewarding to the
point that he is motivated to do well and to Continue learning on his in
initiative beyond the requirements of formal:education. Everything
possible should be done to ensure that the attitude of the teacher, the
atmosphere of the school, and its physical condition shall contribute
toward this end, so that the individual, both as a child and later as an
adult, will hold education high among his values.

V. Quality education should help every child acquire the habits and
attitudes associated with responsible citizenship.

Of first importance among such habits said attitudes are (1)
loyalty to the fundamental princi,_s of a free democratic society as
expressed through a readiness to defend its institutions, to bring
rational criticism to bear on their defects, and to work for changes
leading to their improvement (1 effective participation in group activ-
ities by assuming the rcle of a leader or a follower as appropriate
(1) appreciation and acceptance of the necessity for earning a living
(4) acceptance of the basic ethical values that make group living possible--
valus Alaracteriz.ed by su,,h as honesty, fHir dealing, and ccepassion
fur the ifss furtrisite.

VI. quality education should help every child aovire good health habits
and an understanding of the conditions necessary for the maintenance
of physical and emotiona] well-being.

1
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In hit.; awn interest as well as in the interest of society at
large, a child shoula know how to take care of himself and how to keep
himself physically fit. He should know what the requirements are for
physical and mental health and what practices, harmful to health, should
be avoided. Mere knowledge of these matters, however, is not sufficient.
In cases where the home has been deficient in encouraging the child to
practice sound health habi+s, the school has an obligation to be aware of
the situation and to see that opportunity for remedying the deficiency is
provided.

VII. quality education should give every child opportunity and encourage-
ment to be creative in one or more fields of endeavor.

The notion of creativity has been variously defined. It is
being used here to encompass worthwhile acitvities that a child initiates
and pursues on his own -- activities having an outcome that is perceived
by the child himself and by others as a contribution to some part of his
world. Such activities can be included in a wide variety of fields, not
only the sciences and the arts but also the organizatiOn of human_affairs
and the development and exercise of salable skills in the production of
any of a host of practical things that enrich our way of living.

It is not to be expected that the creative behavior of school
children will, except in very rare cases, lead to wholly original pro-
ductions. What is expected is that many children, if given the chance,
will become involved in exploring ideas and ways of doing things that
are new and exciting within their awn world. The school should make
possible this kind of rewarding experience for all children, and should
judge its success by its ability to evoke in children a flexible and
creative approach to human affairs.

VIII. Quality education should help every child understand the oppor-
tunities open to him for preparing himself for a productive life
and should enable him to take full advantage of these opportuni-
ties.

This goal implies that most children can profit from some form
of education beyond high school, whether it be at a four-year college,
a school of nursing, a community college, a technical institute, or the
like. The youngster should be aware of these opportunities and seek out
the particular kind of education best suited to his talents and interests.
This goal also implies that the school will provide the child with the
kind of guidance that will enable him to do so.

Furthermore, the school should help him discover the prac-
tically unlimited possibilities for continuing self-development both in
the world of work and in the world of the mind so that he will be moti-
vated to pursue excellence in all the forms of human endeavor that are
appropriate for him.
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IX. Quality education should help every child to understand and appre-
ciate as much as he can of human achievement in the natural sciences,
the social sciences, the humanities and the arts.

7

Insofar as possible every child should gain from his school
experience an increasing openness to the life cf the mind and an increas-
ing ability to find neaning for his own life in the heritage of the past
and in the intellectual thrusts of the present age. He should achieve
some unde-standing of the transforming conceptions of modern science.
Ht should achieve increasing mastery over the basic principles of social
and psychological sciences. He should develop a degr....1 of sensitivity
that enables him to differentiate the worthy frum the 1.urthless the multi-
farious products of civilization as we know it -- books, motion pictures,
radio, television, music, and the visual and performing arts, arcnitec-
ture, industrial design, and the like.

X. Quality education shoulu het every child to prepare for a world of
rapid change and unforeseeable demands in which continuing education
throughout his adult life should be a normal expectation.

The explosion in knowledge, the impact of science on the
economy, the almost enpredictable nature of the job market for both the
short term and ',he long term, the increase in cpportunity for leistae-
time activities--all these developments make it apparent that education,
if it is to fulfill the life-long needs of the individual and the future
needs of society, cannot stop at grade 12 or grade 14 or grade 16. Such
continuing education may take many forms: it may be self-education, it
may be formally organized retraining, it may be adult classes of a
recreational nature. Whatever the form, it must be regarded as an
essential of an individual's activity through his adult life if he is to
keep up to date as a worker, as a citizen, and as a persort

The Harrisburg canferees found these ten goals generally
acceptable. When asked to rank the goalc in order of importance, they
were reluctant to do so. They felt that a,eretantsolltenioialf
education and that none should be neglected. On the other hand, they
felt that the statement of the goals needed further refinement and
clearer definition. Similar reactions were obtained from educators,
school directors, and parents in several local school districts.

WE FECOMMEND THAT THE FOREGOING TEN GOALS FORK THE TENTATIVE
BASIS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMS FOR EVALUATING PUBLIC EDUCATION IN
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNS:a ANIA.

WE FURTHER RECOMMEND THAT THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHOULD
HOLD PERIODIC CONFERENCES WITH SCHOOL DIRECTORS, PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS,
AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GEN'RAL PUBLIC TO SECURE ADVICE ON REFINING.
CLARIFYING, AND OTHERWISE IMPROVING THE STATEMENT OF GOALS SET FORTH
A2OVE.
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The three-page document which follows was taken from "Goals for Public

Education in Texas," a report by the Subcommittee on Goals to the

Governor's Committee on Public School Education, reproduced through, the

Courtesy of the State of Texas by OPERATION PEP: A State-wide Project

to Prepare Educational Planners for California, December, 1968. It

includes all the goals prefixed with the letter T (T-1 to T-6) which

were on your goal cards, and is presented here as Sample G9a1 Statement

No. 3 for use in his training unit.
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SUGGESTED GOALS FOR
PUBLIC EDUCATION
IN TEXAS

Public education 'should help each individual to

develop to the maximum of his capacity, and to function

as a responsible member of a viable, democratic society. Public Education

in Texas should help each individual to achieve:

(1) Intellectual Discipline. The schools should: CV

- Provide all children with knowledge of the tra-
ditionally accepted fundamentals, such as reading,
writing and arithmetic in the early elementary
grades, accompanied by studies in higher mathematics,
science, history and English as they progress
through the upper grades.

- Help each child to develop the power to think

constructively, to solve problems, to reason
independently, and to accept responsibility
for self-evaluation and continuing self-
instruction.

- Help each child gain access to the accumulated
culture and knowledge of man.

(2) Economic and Vocational Competence. The public
schools should:

- Help all students understand how to function
effectively in the American economic system.

Provide every student with usable vocational
skills which will equip him to find employ-
ment in the event he finds it impracticable
to continue his education.

- Offer guidance and counseling to help every
student decide what he should do upon com-
pletion of high school.

(3) Citizenship and Civic Reskonsibilltl. The publiC
schools should:

Provide for all children citizenship education
opportunities and experiences which emphasize
the American heritage and the responsibilities
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and privileges of citizenship.

Help equip each child for intelligent participation
in the democratic processes through which thi-
country is governed.

Teach each child tc, understand the relationship
between the United States and other nations of
the world.

(+) ComEetence in Human and Social Relations. The

public school,' should:

Assist each child in his efforts to make a place
for himself in the community and to the larger
society of the state and nation.

Help to develop in all children a respect for
the rights of others as individual; and as
groups, and to understand the requirements that
a viable society demands of the individual.

(5) Moral and Ethical Values. The public schools

should:

Assist in the development of moral and
spiritual values, ethical standards of con-
duct, and basic integrity.

(6) Selt-Realizatioa and Mental and Physical Health.
The public schools should:

- Provide educational programs which take into
account individual differences.

- Help each child attain the optimum growth and
development within his capacity.

Help each child to attain and preserve physical
and mentcl health, to developAeense of
aesthetic appreciation, and to dell construc-
tively with the psychological tensions inherent
in continuing change and adaptation.

These Goals for Public Education in Texas are tentatively recommended,

pending further research and evaluation on the status and trc.ds of public

education in our State. They should serve as yardsticks for measuring

the attainment!, of our educational system and targets for our long-

range planning.
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As the research progresses, the tentative goals should be elaborated
11111

perhaps modified, and finally offered for public judgment and formal adoption.

To implement these basic goals, specific objectives and means for attaining

them will be determined and incorporated in a long-range plan for making

Texas a leader in the field of public education.
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The four-page document which follows is an abridgement of "LEARNING

OBJECTIVES FOOTHE YEAR 2000, A Synopsis of Expert Opinion on the

World of 1975-2000 and Its Implications for Ten Basic Educational Goals,"
)

0 M. John Rand, Fenwick English Director of Projects, Temple City

Unified School District, Temple City, California, August, 1968. The

developers selected from the 114 predictions presented in the Temple

City document 20 predictions that appear most relevant to the present

training activity. The complete reference list is included, and the

reference numbers following each prediction are those given in the

original article. Used with permission of the author.
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1. People will be more intellectually committed to their jobs and will demand
more involvement, participation, and autonomy in their work. (1)

2. The development of the mind is absolutely essential for survival'in the
world ahead. The future lies with science, education and technology, in
th- order given. The key word for the future is "change." (7)

3. Meritocracy makes a wide range of career choic's available to the student.
Many new kinds of careers will be legitimatized by the year 2000. (1)

4. The wheel as a means of public transport for long distances will, according
to RAND Corporation, be replaced by a ballistic rocket capable of reaching
any place on earth ih forty minutes. (4)

5. Population in the Unitid States will nearly double by 2000. The population

will continue to shift to the west and southwest and California will remain
the largest state. Five-sixths of the population will be urban dwellers and
occupy two Per cent of the land. Half the population will be concentrated
in twelve states which contain ten per cent of the land area. Nearly
one-half of all Americans will live within one hundred miles of the ocean.
This will necessitate the use of bars, offshore islands, and the building
of sand spits. (1, 9)

6. Theologians will bear a major responsibility to adapt codes of ethics
and standards out of logic and scientific knowledge. This growing movement
will be called scientific humanism. (8)

7. The future universities and colleges will be intellectually far more rigorous,
will be shorn of "snap" courses and bureaucratic faculties. The students,
instead of being drawn predominantly from the upper middle class without con-
sideration of intellectual ability, will consist of the most able intellect-
ually from all class status. (7)

8. There will be an ever-widening gap between the supply and demand for skilled
technical manpower. (13)

9. The majority of working people will be technicians or maintenance personnel.
The highly-educated will be engaud in research and development and leader-
ship positions that require problem-solving and decision-making. (2, 6, 7)

10. There will be a total decline in graduates specializing in business and com-
merce. There will be great increases in the number of teachers, engineers,
foreign language experts, the health professions, scientific and technical
personnel, and psychologists. (7)

11. The most distinctive character of our society is, and will become even more
so, education. tlithin fifteen years two-thirds of the metropolitan population
will have attended college. The experienced professional will go back to
school for advanced training every two to three years. The survival of a firm
will depend upon proper exploitation of brain power. (1)

1?. The concept of student salary, starting possibly at 14, and increasing with
age, payable to all students att.nding high school or university. This would

possibly cut the drop-out rate. (16)
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13. Intellectual institutions as we know them may change drastically. The direct
"piping" into the home of information and communication by means of sophis-
ticated transmission instruments will be a contributing factor. (4)

14. Education will concentrate on encouraging people to develop their own intel-
lectual interests, not just on preparation for materially-productive or non-
productive work. (6)

15. Greater knowledge and understanding of ho to minimize the frequent stunting
1and distorting of personality in children which today produces many unhappy

and anti-social individuals. (1)

16. In the year 2000 it will be much less feasible to talk of national planning
for human services without specific reference to the international
community. (1)

17. Greatly advanced methods of food production, including extraction of foods
from the ocean, recovery of submerged land, creation of artificial
environments synthesis from fossil fuels, and improved weather forecasting,
will be developed. (6, 25)

18. Labor forces will succumb to automation. Hard and heavy labor, distasteful
and menial tasks will be done by robots, computers, and other forms of
mechanical means. Men will have more leisure time. The arts will surely
enjoy a great revival. The forum and gymnasium may bloom again. (2, 6, 7)

19. Automation will be looked upon as an "unmixed blessing" rather than as a
menace. A higher standard of living, increased employment in the service
industries with new markets, hand labor reduced to a minimum-- all due
to automation. (9)

20. Nuclear sources will produce abundant, clean, cheap energy providing the basis
for a much higher standard of consumption. More than half of all power plants
now being planned by U.S. utilities will be nuclear powtre. (1, 4, 6, 7, 17)
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Does
this

represent

the

goal?

Does
this

specify alife-related

outcome?

Does
this

specify
an

observable

outcome?

Is
this

stated
in

positive

terms?



tvieele .frrAt.
SCREENING SETS OF GOAL INDICATORS

Overview

So far you have derived goals for a goal statement, and refined at least
one goal into a number of goal indicators that individually meet certain
criteria. In Module Three, you will be given'three criteria for screening a

set of goal indicators to ensure adequate coverage of a goal. Then your team
will s.:reen all the goal indicators you wrote during Module Two to determine
whether, as a set, they adequately cover the goal, and will make any necessary
changes.

Once you finish Module Three you will be able to:

1. Specify criteria for screening sets of goal indicators for
adequate coverage of the goal.

2. Revise sample goal indicators that do not meet each criterion.

3. Screen a set of goal indicators for adequate coverage of the
goal, and rewrite goal indicators, write additional ones, or
eliminate redundant ones, if necessary.

105

I. Ensuring Adequate Coverage of the Goal

It would be possible to generate hundreds of goal indicators for a single
goal, all of which would meet the necessary criteria for well - written goal in-
dicators. Such an extensive elaboration of each aoal in a district's goal
statement would obviqusly be unwieldy, however, both for guiding staff in
making decisions about the instructional program, and for communicating the
district's instructional purposes to the community. Selectivity is essentia..
But how can instructional planners be sure that the goal indicators they
select are the most appropriate ones?

This module dischsses three criteria for screening slts of 51a1 indicators
to ensure adequate coverage of the goal:

1. THE SET SHOULD INCLUDE GOAL INDICATORS FOR ALL IMPORTANT AREAS
OF BEHAVIOR RELATED TO THE GOAL.

2. THE SET SHOULD NOT INCLUDE ANY REDUNDANT GOAL INDICATORS.

3. ALL THE GOAL INDICATORS IN THE SET SHOULD BE OF SIMILAR
SPECIFICITY.

If your goal indicators as a set do not meet one or mor of these criteria,
you may have to: a) specify additional goal indicators for any neglected areas
of behavior related to the goal, b) eliminate redundant go indicators, and/or
c) rewrite or combine goal indicators that are either ov ly broad or overly
specific.
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During the training you and your team will have only limited time to revise
your set of goal indicators to better meet these criteria. However, in real
life, instructional planners should never regard a set of goal indicators as
"final," even if they have received formal approval. Goal indicators must be
revised as the student population changes, as staff turnover and modifications
of the instructional program occur, or as the conditions of life change--which
may occur very rapidly according to the predictions you read earlier.

II. The Set Should Tnclude Goal Indicators for All Important
Areas of Behavior Related to the Goal

The most important step in screening a set of goal indicators for adequate
coverage of the goal is to check that no important areas of behavior related to
the goal have been omitted. All points of view that may be held by members of
school-related groups should be taken into consideration.

Broad goals are subject to several different interpretations. Instructional
planners must be sure that the set of goal indicators they select includes indi-
cators representing all the major interpretations of the goal, not just .the ones
they themselves consider important. Module Four will discuss procedures by which
priorities can then be assigned to the various goal indicators on the basis of

,

which of the possible interpretations of the goal school-related groups consider
most important for the schools to achieve.

For example, the goal To help each student maintain mental and physical
health" covers several different areas of behavior, including:

a) understanding of emotional self,

b) underS'canding of physical self,
c) understanding of sex hygiene,
d) use of accepted hygienic and nutritional practices,
e) use of accepted safety and first aid practices, and
f) physical fitness.

Each of these aspects of the goal should be reflected in the set of goal
indicators.

Of course, you can never be certain that you have thought of "everything"
important. Verifying adequate coverage of the goal is most essential in cases
where school-related groups have not been deeply involved in the goal setting
process up to this point, because in this case schocl planners are less likely
to understand what areas of behavior are considered important by various mem-
bers of the community. At the same time that you assess school-related groups'
opinions of the importance of the goal indicators you have selected, you can
ask t,iem to indicate any gaps in the goal statement and/or supply any addition-
al goal indicators which they consider desirable, But in cases where members
of major school-related groups have been involved throughout the goal setting
process, the initial set of goal indicators will probably be about as compre-
hensive as can be expected.


